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Whkh Way Do You Want to Serve Your Customers? 
Anothat %dtimaln Year at UA 

Your career is your music; hteffilWog!C' is  your orchestra. 
Become the conductor who turns them into a syrn 
Imte!BiMagic, your turn-key business intelligence solution from Inmagic, 
turns the careers of special librarians like you into symphonies of 
success by bringing valuable business intelligence to the desktop. 
-earn how intelliMagic delivers value by going to  9 pxb '8 t,*,,,r p> $:.':.-' " ,,.$.P-'.*. 2 1 4 $ ':* 5: , ; 
301 and register for instant i ,,,, $ *$ 2 A;&...43. .: 2 8 ,: 2.Q,,,.,,,>A 
access fs a whire paper entitled "Lock-In Your Job by Radicafiy 
Enhancing Your Career: Your Six-Step Plan to Guiding a High-Value Servltrq Special bibrauiam for 20 Years 
Competitive InteMigence Initiative Through Your Enterprise." wivw.inrnagic,sm 
1" Not so time, resources or patience.) t 
the research 
n you ~ e e  
Today's Inmvators are publishing n o r e  research than eve- - 
and demanding new and better ways of accessing their peersv 
contributions. bib%fa~ies have tc manage ail sf h i s  information 
as eForclassiy. quickly a d  cost-efkaiwly as psssibk, 
9,000 iibrzries woridwide jsok t o  Ingeptz t o  provide the? patrons 
v&h searniess access t o  the n ~ s t  eomprshensive sollection of 
scholariy content avaiiabie online. 
Ingenta c?%rs researches entrde t o  the electronic $dl text of mow 
than 5,40C academic and professioriai jour~ais  via sikxcripcios 
o r  pay-per-view. A d  patrons can order documents from tens 
sf thousxds nmrs f s r  fax o r  Are!  delivery. W ~ t h  Ingenta's 
cuaing-edge management. eeols and emaii aierting services, 
libraries of at[ sines can quickly and cost-eTefectiveiy e n h a x c  
their resezrsh capabjiieies and better mest their patrons' needs. 




kt  and  Crzft of S ~ w e y  Dwel~prnent m d  Anaiysis 
invaluable in both the corporate and academic worid. A suxey 
bray is meeting the needs of its users, if a %dNy needs more 
resources and if the iibrary is proving beneficial to  an organization. However, to get an 
a c c u ~ t e  understanding of these things, a librarian must know how to condud a survey. Gioria 
Dinerma? helps with this, by showi~g librarians how they can put together a useful survey. 
7.2 Benci?;na~king-.-Msatib~riifg aab Comparhg f ~ r  Cowki~u~us hpr~wemer-zt 
One of the best ways to iearn i s  by watching others. And, as Sue Henrrei explains, 
benchmarking can be a great way for librarians to  nonitor !ibra;ies outside of their 
organization, as wel; as other ciepartments within their organization, to see where they may 
be succeeding or faiiing. However, before beginning such an ambitious project, i t  is 
necessary to foliow Henczei's advice and know what you are benchmarking against. 
Otherwise, y o x  benchmarking effort could be for naught. 
22 Ahead or Bekind zhe Cam,.. 
Someone had suggested to I;r!fcrmation Outiook that benchmarking might be a dying to?c. 
That doesn't seem to be the case. This month, Nikk Fo!ing taiked to three special libranans 
to see where they stand on the issbe and how the process of benchmarking is perceived 
these days. I t  seems they ali agree-there is always room for improvement, for all of us. 
2 5 Wiiich Way Bt, You Wmt to  S e m  'Ysnr Cmtmaez? 
Ask any busiwsperson and they ~ 4 i  t e l you the key to keeping customers is providing 
exce%ent service. Dinesh K. Gupta and Ashok Jambhekar not only agree with this statement, 
but they think it  is especiat.y important in the iibrar-y world. This mcnth Gupta and 
Jambhekar discuss the importance of aggressive customer service, its vaiue and how 
information professionak. can excel in this cr?ticai area. 
34 A T&L,kt:uny t . ~  the %ow-.$b:rectypiraI tl"2rarian 
Sandra f i t t  is a high-energy ga!. From working a t  the American Museum of Katurai History's 
astronomy library, to  writing over 20 fiction novek and teaching a course ir: creative 
writing, Kits, req~iires activity. She stands to  break the librarian c k h 6  9y which so many 
information professionals are often branded. This month, Nikk Poling delves into tl+s SrA 
membel's personai Life to iiiustrate the intrigue and excitement the Special Libraries 
Association proudiy embodies. 
5 42 Rrategie. Lrsming 
Learnjng the Siciik Needed to Assess and 
Benchmark 
38 C~pyTghl: Corner 
Digitai Library Projects and Copyright 44 Esmrnunr"o&iorr4 
The Tetecommuting Trend: Is i t  Fc: You? 
60 #Ex Corner 
Evidence-Based Research: Its Koie in 46 Making Fdewi; 
Deveioping the DPHT Strategic Plan 
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Spedd Libraries hssociz:bn 
information ~af ia : ?k  
TVJO years ago, when Donna Scheeder started her term as SLA president, she 
began her inaugural remarks with a brief review of some association history 
and the changes SLA had gone through since 1909. Donna's point was to 
remind us all :ha; in ':Be Special Libraries Association "change is our tradi- 
tioc." That being the case, it looks as thoilgh we'll be in for a VERY "tradi- 
:ionaim year over the next 12 months. 
We may have the opportunity to change our bylaws based upon a vote by the 
entire mezbership later this summer. As I wrire this in early May, the proposed 
byiaws revision :s on its way ro ail members as we prepare for a discussion and 
vote during the Annual Business Meeticg on Juce 12,  in Los Angeles. A 
positive vote in h n e  and the mailed ballot will resulr in a number of changes 
for the association. 
Regardless of what happens with the bylaws, we will con$uct another search 
for an executive director ir, the coming year. Appointmen~s to the search com- 
mittee have ro t  been finalized, so I am unable to 1st them here. However, as 
soon as the full comrr,ittee has been formed, word wili go out ove: a coupie of 
channels so I suspect many of you will know who is on the committee long 
5efore you read rhis. Any "new hire" sigcifies change fo: an organization, and 
I can assure you no one is more interested than yours truly to know what will 
result from this search. 
This next year shouid also see some developments with our cxrent branding 
initiative. After some initial missteps, we are looking forward to a productive 
partnership with Creative Project Management as they work with us on our 
branding effort. 'There are numerous changes possible from the rebracding of 
SLA. Over the cext few months, as some of those possi'cie changes b,, --ome more 
concrete (as akernatives, not final decisions), you shouid look for opportunities 
to make your views known to the board and your chapter and division leaders. 
1 anr;-: .,,:pate :here x e  other areas of the association where change will be initi- 
ated during the next year, but there wiil be opportunities to look at h s e  later. 
For now, a locns on byiaws, the ED search and inranding s3ould keep us fuily 
ecgaged. Yes, it does look like another "traditional" year for SLH. 
With the support of all of you, 1 am looking forward ro working with the board of 
directors and headquarters staff as we all face the challenges of the year ahead. 
Biil Fisher, SLA President 
Gloria Dinerman is president and founder of The Library 
Co-op, Inc., a national library sernke and consulting 
corporation specializing in projects and automation 
assignments where customization is essential t o  success. 
when a survey was mailed out, an expected rate of return was about five percent of the targeted group. Mare extensive 
participation was a pleasant surprise. Even with surveys that include self-addressed stamped envelopes and phone 
calls as foilow-up reminders, a return rate of 25 percent was an accomplishment. 
Today, with desktop computers now standard ir, every. 
office, online surveys produce a far higher percent of 
responses. This leads to a more accurate analysis of the 
data received. 
Although survey construction is customized to the envi- 
ronmenr of the institution or corporation needing the 
information, there are a few general commonalities that 
appiy to ail surveys, regardless of the entity requesting 
the data. 
Precision of the wording is vital to getting the correct 
information. "Have you ever used the library?" is much 
too va.gue. "Do you use rhe library regularly?" is also 
too vague. Try this: 
Do yon generdy use the library: 
once a month €3 once a week R every day 2 
less than once a month R 
~ o t  as precise as: 
The .%cst accurate information comes from: 
iriternet sources U aggregated databases Ei 
~rofessionai journals Ll 
S"catr kite Purpose 
In order 'Lo get precise information, the purpose of the 
survey should be stated to the respondents at the top of 
the survey form. 
The following examples reflect some of the reasons a 
library may want to conduct a survey: 
e to find out what type of material is being used the most 
or least; 
a to find out what your users need/want; 
6 to find out if your service has been satisfactory; 
to find out where you can expand your service; 
e to justify the need to retain an information center; 
* to justify your budget; 
8 to justify the need for additional personnel; 
6 to justify the need to weed out oid material that is no 
longer relevant to the compaRy or institution; 
to justify the need for expansion; 
0 to question whether or not yoor information center 
should become virtual; and 
to question whether or not your budget should be 
reallocated. 
The survey can be beneficial to librarians in both aca- 
demic and corporate settings. 
The G%rrpor8%e Survey 
With more and more end-users doing their own research; 
with online taxonomies getring more expansive an@ user- 
friendly; with less corporate space being reserved for hard 
copy; with corporate accountants ccnstantly looking for 
ways to save money-it becomes clear that corporate li- 
braries have to justify their existence with hard proof that 
they are essential to the corporate structure. One of %he 
more successful ways of proving the need for an infor- 
mation center is by having the library users respond to a 
survey tha? not only stresses their reiiance on the Iijrary 
services, but aiso the importance of having professionals 
or, staff. A survey of this type should be done before any 
administration formulates plans to elimi~ate the infor- 
mation center. In most cases of downsizing, the librarian 
is the last to know that the job is being dowmized and 
because of this gap in connunicatioc, it is prudent '13 
have information on hand that confirm the jnpofiance 
of :he library. 
Corporate personnel are extmnely busy and do ~ o t  have 
the patience tc respond to any questionnaire that takes 
more than five minutes to co~pie te .  If the survey is too 
lengthy, the respcndent may give up in the middie and 
invinlidate the whole qnestionnaire. 
Here are some sample que-t' Q xns :  
Are your reference inquiries responded to irr a timely 
manner? 
Always 9 Generally El Sonetines L! Never D 
Do you request an analysis of the retrieved infomLarion 
by the iibran'on? 
Yes D N o 3  
Do you request an abstract of the retricmi i n f o m a ~ o n ?  
Yes 3 No U 
I f  an  abstract is requested, is the wrftten material pre- 
sented concisely and cormctly? 
Always D Generally 7 Sometimes 2 Never 2 
Does giving your researck problems to ?fie Zibmriarrs save 
you time? 
Yes O No U 
Do you feel the infom~ation center is cost efiqectiue for 
I f  your company did not have a research center, you 
would get your infom-atiorr from: 
Using Internet yourself LI 
Using aggregated databases yourseii 9 
Using reference aateria! in the u b l i c  Library 2 
i s  the librarian alert lo new search techniques and new 
aggregated databases? 
Yes D No Q 
This type of questionnaire gives you a foundaticn to prove 
the value of your work. Your supervisor should be pre- 
sented with an analysis of the results along with the de- 
partments tha; responded acd the number of people within 
the departnent who responded. These statistics are easily 
acalyzed using an Excel speadsheet, but any spreadsheet 
p r o g ~ a ~  should be able to produce the qxantitative resuits. 
Ackssfernfa: Suwrzys 
An academic institution can have many IIibraries azd many 
deparrments, special collections and archives. The mosr 
needed infomation is coordinater: with t i ~ e  professors who 
-Wac? the students tc have reference =ateriai relating tc 
I. a i r  classes. if the availabiiitg of these references is not 
adequate to satisfy the research require~ents  of the 
cmrses, then everyone involved becomes dissatisfied. 
To find ont if ?he library Is adequately serving tine needs 
cf the university, sone  institutions regniarly p? a qnes- 
tionnaire at the checkout or reference desk, asking: 




Did you use 




Are the &ray 
hours ad- 
equate f ~ r  
your sched- 
ule! 
Arr you al- 
mays, or ok 
m s r  & ~ ~ i y s  
able to get a 





r r ~ a i e r i a i  
through in- 
Zerzihrary 
loan? Did it come f n  a timely mortner! 
Do yoir use c;ur special co:lectfon mate~ ia l !  W k o t  
sni: iprt? 
I f  your library xses self-cfieckozst srfteer hours, does ti cut 
down or, the loss of material? 
Demographic infor~zt ion is =ere iEportant In an aca- 
denic survey than in a corporate one. The maen compo- 
nects of denogzaphics are age, ethnicity, education acd 
econonic Ievei, Age an6 econonic level are ahaye given 
in ranges, fz: 
Under $30K per year B $30K-$52X per year U 
$SX-$75K per year €2 Bver $75M per year 2 
The outstanding difference beiweer, the results of a cor- 
porate library survey and an academic library skrvey is 
that in a corporare survey, :he resuits may have a di- 
rect effect on your job retention. The b c t t o ~  line of a 
pgracie to Factiva ar!d clpgrade the competitiveness ofyour organization by 
inc:eas:ng the  productivity o f  your employees. New a r d  powerful 
technoicgy provides customized delivery o f  the most relevant business 
resovrces t c  everycne ir! your organization.The result: innovotive and 
informed decision making. Factiva cornbines the  giobal Fewer a s d  
reliability o f  Dowjoces and Reuters, including the broadest range 
ofFdi--;ext sobrces from top  business and industry ~i ibi icat ions. 
Upgrade t o  Factiva. it's a whoie new way t o  succeed. 
Visit www.factiva.com. 
3ow Jones & Reuiers 
corporation is palsating with income figures and the li- 
brary is a cost factor. In a university, the measurement 
of service is taken Sy depth of resources and response 
time. Academic librarians get a lot of arteation from ven- 
dors because of their buying power. 
From Librap Journal [9/1/01:, "Moui~g from Books to 
Bytes," by Andrew Richard Abanese: 
"LJ's 2001 survey-which gathered data from a bal- 
anced sample of Zibraries a t  research institutions, m i -  
versities, four-year colleges and junior cotleges nation- 
wide-once again reflects the considerable spending 
power of academic libraries. In 22001, the median 
rnceteriols budget for a university Ifbraqi was roughly 
$565,0G8 compared with $1 74,000 spent by foui=year 
colleges and $68,008 for junior co:leges. Universities 
added 6,831 new monographs on average; four-year 
colleges added 3,095 new titles and Cm-year schools 
added 2,643. In ccrrtrast the nzore than i20 institn- 
tions comprising the Association of Research libraries 
@RLj operated with budgets cbser to $6 nilllon than 
$600,000." 
None of the above would be kncwn wfrhouf the use of a 
survey. And as seer, in these statistics, the purpose of the 
survey was :G show the differences in the library expn-  
ditures in various types of institutions. You do aot find 
that type of comparison irr corporate libraries. 
In the academic library, the preparation of the survey is 
geared to whether the institution is interested in statis- 
tics in relation to interna! procedures or external com- 
parisons. Rarely is an academic surwy constructed with- 
out the assistance of a committee. Aczdenicians like to 
think as a group and each decision is arrived at by con- 
sensus. Sometimes the cormittee gets bogged down in 
minutia and it subverts she progress of the finished product. 
Wetevancr of S.Gatistks 
is the nurnber of regular patrons (emplcyees who 
use the library once a week or acre)?  If one person 
from a 12-member depart-tment responds, it is less mean- 
ingful than if five members from a nice-member de- 
partment respond. 
Yoz want to know the perceztage cf favorable or very 
favorable conznzents, by depannxnt and by the total 
nmxber of respondents. 
You want to know if there are any weaknesses in your 
service. 
Is your collection relevant is the product or services of 
your company or has part of the csllection become ob- 
solete? 
Are you responsive lo the needs of the researchers acd 
are they providing you with changes In focus or product 
h e  that wX ailsw you to reguiariy izprove you; services? 
Do you offer trainmg and orientation to new emplo-yfes? 
Since the Jcrernet is expanding in its number of available 
sonrces and since ib kas become more user-!riendly, have 
your reference requests been: 
Increasing 3 Decreasing 3 No difference L2 
If yes, by how muck? 
10% 3 20% 2 More than 20 % 2 
If you plan to use the survey in a fcrmai presentation, it 
is suggested that you format it using a split screen. The 
left s k e  of rhe screen will show ?he questions and the 
right side will show the torais of tke answers. The final 
set of screens car be converted in": ggrpirical results. 
Ti?e single most serious chaiienge for the corporate 
l i b r a r i a ~  js convincing the budget managers cot only to 
acknowiedge the resuits or' the snrvey, but also to act 
upon the conclusions drawn from the responses. 
Without the benefit of administrative scpport i? is nor 
. , 
nkely :hat any credence wiH be given to the resnits. This 
administ:ative supporr has to be developed eariy in your 
career. Every compliment, every credit, every award, every 
letter of cor~mendation should be brought to the atten- 
tion of the supervising staff persw that has anything zo 
do with the future ci the library. A survey can prove your 
worth, but only you car, open the channels for action. 
%";"rap4 p 
While surveys can be very helpful, it is important yon 
ren~ember some key poinrs before diving in. 
It is recommended that you conduct a pre-testing or san-  
pling of your survey  sing a total of 16-15 Percent of the 
respondent pool. This is to ascertaix rhat both the deliv- 
ery methods and the database are working correctiy, Tke 
unexpected protdems rkat surface can be corrected be- 
fore the survey is actually conducted. 
Since ihe survey should be kept short (IC: questions 
rr-axiEum), the persorr creating the survey should write 
in simple sentences and ask for only one item of 
information pzr question. Evaluation is even more im- 
portant than the writing itself, and responses =last be 
quantifiable. 
If y3u follow these rules, yonr survey can be very vaiu- 
able because surveys give objective respocses to suSfec- 
tive questions. There is no rigk.t or wrong response-just 
an assessment of a condition that already exists. How- 
ever, these opinions hzve a basis of fact and starzd to serve 
as a foundation for improved staffing, increased coZec- 
tion and evaluation of existing facilities. It is vcry diffi- 
cult to judge ourselves In an objective light without seme 
statistical support. 

Sue Henczel is the manager of training, cataloging and cmsortia a t  CkVN 
Coik7borcltil/e Soiutions, Australia. 
They compare and measure their policies, practices, philosophies and pedormance against high-performing organizations 
anywhere in the world. The process of benchmarking i s  used t o  identify usefuL business practices, innovative ideas, 
effective operating procedures and winning strategies that can be adopted by an organization t o  accelerate i ts  own 
progress by ensuring quality, productivity and cost improvements. In other words, benchmarking involves investigating 
how things are done elsewhere and where they are done differently or better, t o  s e e  whether a group could adapt the 
processes of another organization t o  improve their own processes. 
Libraries have traditionally used external comparative 
benchaxking studies to measure themselves against others 
in order to justify their existence or prove their value and 
s~pport  their case for maintaining existing levels of staffing 
or fundi~g. These studies were invariably based on statis- 
tics gathered and shzred for rhe purposes of measuring 
how ?hey ra& with other libraries (Gohlke, 1998). Libraries 
haw also employed internal benchmarking methodologies 
to measure the "vaIue" they contribute to their organiza~ion 
anb compare this against what is contributed by other 
departments, divisions or information providers. 
One of the primary aims of a special librarian is to ensure 
the service they offer contributes significantly to the suc- 
cess of the xganization and is as good as it can be. To do 
this, a librarian must utilize internal and external 
bench~narking processes to measure performance and 
identify possible areas of improvement. 
De53sir.i ; &i:rP:f~.-a&ing 
There are =any sirnilar definitions of benchmarking, most 
of which fit neatly in two groups-those that include 
impleme~~tatiosl of the findings and those rhat do not 
Jane Foot's definirlon is widely cited in library literature, 
yet :t's a definihon that does not incorporate the irnple- 
menta~ior, of the identified best practices. On reflection. 
I reaiized many of the benchmarking case studies I had 
read were focused on the identification of the bench~arks  
and the aeasurement and comparison process, while very 
few followed through to the process of adapting best prae- 
tke  to improve a process. 
Foot (1998: defines benchmarking as the process of com- 
parnag yourself with others-measuring your service's 
processes and performance and systematically compar- 
ing them to the performance of others in order to seek 
best practice. It enables the identification of areas where 
improvement is possible, how it might be achieved and 
what benefit it might deliver. Other definitions include 
the implementation of best practice to improve a process 
beyond the benchmark performance such as that used 
by Partnership Sourcing (1 997). 
Christopher Bogan and Michael English (1994) and Gerald 
Balm (1992) clarify some of the associated terms: 
A benchmark is a fixed point, target or standard against 
which you can be measured. 
A benchmarking partner is any group or organization 
that is used for comparison. 
The highest performer in a benchmarking partner- 
ship is considered the best prcctices organization (i.e., 
the one that has the most efficient and effective prac- 
tices in place). The goal of benchmarking is to im- 
prove performance by adopting the best practices of 
benchmarking partners. 
Performance indicators are used for measuring per- 
formance and monitoring progress against set targets. 
, . $y  pes af Bznchmavking 
Benchmarking can be done within your organization or 
externally, with other organizations. Internal benchmarking 
is a comparison of similar operations within your organi- 
zation, while external forms of benchmarking include 
competitive benchmarking (a comparison with your com- 
petitors) and functional benchmrrrkirrg (a comparison of 
methods with organizations who have similar processes in 
a different industry] (Hinton, Francis and Holloway, 2000). 
Dota benchmarking measures and compares ir;plits and out- 
puts of a process against a 'benchmark to assess performance. 
Process benchmarking analyzes a sequence of activities 
14 
and compares them with similar functions in best 
practice organizations. 
Although benchmarking has !Jeen used as a management 
tool for many years, it experienced resurgence in the early 
1980s due to the Total Quality Management (TQM} move-
ment, in which benchmarking was inherent as a means 
of ensuring quality 
improvements. Its fo-
cerned with internal benchmarking processes that enabled 
them to measure their performarrce in comparison with 
other parts of the organization.. This was (and still is) 
done to justify the existence of the library when faced 
with threats such as downsizing or outsourcing, and to 
demonstrate the value of the contribution made by 
the library to the organization's success. Internal 
benchmarking can demonstrate how the library's 
performance ranks 
against that of other 
cus was on account-
ability, performance 
measures, best prac-
tice and the rational 
use of resources-all 
~'Those who go ft alone am doomed to departments or divi-
sions, and against 
competing internal 
information ser-perennially reinwant the Htheel for they 
vices. 
issues of interest to li-
brarians and the orga-
nizations that fund 
and support the ser-
vices. 
do nat learn and benefit from others. N 
Since the mid-1980s 
librarians have seen 
benchmarking as hav-
ing two distinct pur-
poses: to demonstrate 
how their services 
and overall perfor-
mance rank against 
those of other simi-
lar libraries (external 
benchmarking); and 
to measure the value 
of their contribution 
within their organiza-
tion, as compared 
with that of other in-
ternal divisions and 
information services 
(internal 
benchmarking). In Australia, special libraries (particu-
larly those in the government sector) were the earliest 
exponents of external benchmarking methodologies, us-
ing their informal networks to identify suitable 
benchmarking partners. 
They shared statistics and details of processes and ser-
vices with each other to demonstrate to their organiza-
tions that their performance is as good or better than 
similar libraries, or conversely that they require a higher 
level of support from their organization to perform as 
well as others. This type of comparison was often used to 
highlight inadequate resources (usually staffing), tech-
nology andjor funding. 
The early 1990s saw libraries refocusing on their respon-
sibilities to their organizations and becoming more con-
information o;;tbok 
Toward ti'1e mid-l99Cs 
librarians underwent 
major changes in 
their service focus as 
they struggled to deal 
with the incorpora-
tion of electronic con-
tent and the associ-
ated social, legal and 
technological issues 
related to access, 
delivery, user expec-
tations and licens-
ing. This led to a re-
newed emphasis on 
!Jenchmarking and 
performance mea-
sures as librarians 
were being asked to 
provide additional 
services with the 
same or minimally 
increased resources. 
In 1996 the Special Library Association's special report 
Competencies for Special Librarians in the 21st Century 
was released, vvhich incorporated knowledge and ap-
plication of benchmarking in a number of the com-
petencies. The fact that benchmarking is inherent in 
the SLA competencies resulted in a renewed interest in 
benchmarking and its uses and benefits. Majer issues 
became "how to benchmark?," "what to ben_chmark?" and 
"who to benchmark with?" 
It wasn't untill998, with the development and release of 
ISO 11620 Library Perfonnance Indicators, that libraries 
had a list of performance measures that they could apply 
to their benchmarking processes to maintain the consis-
tency previously missing from the majority of 
benchmarking projects. The performance indicators are 
grouped into user satisfaction, public services and tech-
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nkal services. A revised I S 0  2789 Library Statistics was 
.xieased in 1999, with the revision of the 1991 standard 
'being closely coordinated with the development of I S 0  
11520. IS0 2789 covers how to count libraries, librarians 
and items for inclusion in statistics related to library pro- 
visicn and services. 
.3~ntsfits of Ef-encs?mauk.ing 
Those whc have participated in benchmarking projects have 
identified a significant number of benefits for both the 
library and the liibrary staff. These include: 
More efficient and effective processes 
hproved performance and customer service 
Increased competitiveness 
Increased utilization of resources 
Improved levels of management support 
Better and faster decision-making 
Mcre efficient and effective marketing 
Accelerated change and facilitated change manage- 
?xent 
Irr,proved professional relationships 
Snpport for strategic goals of the library, which in 
PJrn support tile goals of the organization 
Proof of library's value to the organization 
perpetuate a cuiture of "sameness" and stifie creative 
thought that is needed for the development of new 
ways of doing things. 
Resources - Benchmarking requires a significant com- 
mitment of resources such as time, people, money, 
etc., without any guarantee that there will be a cost 
benefit. The costs may outweigh the tangible ben- 
efits, as many of the benefits achieved through 
benchmarking are intangible. 
Jciectifying PiPaew - Idenwng potential benchmarking 
partners is difficult. Sufficient information must be 
known about the processes used by each partner to 
be sure that there will be benefits in measuring them 
and comparing them. 
Ti?e Psopk ?act,ctor - Often the adaptation of a process 
is not successful, as its success was dependent on the 
skills and expertise of those using it in the initiating 
environment. It is important to recognize and under- 
stand where processes are successful dne to the syn- 
ergies of the group or team using them as against 
where quality is inherent in the process itself. 
i:ia.pprspria!e &iap~iri%zi~ - Benchmarking the pro- 
cesses that you have 
n 
, ,oi l  =.?t -2: 
"The pmcess of benchmarking l"s used ascertained as being Benrhmarkng  re- strategically impor- 
quires co!laSoration, tant to your organiza- 
e i t h ~ r  with other kg;) jdentikf45 US&%[ business PE~c~~cE?s, t i o ~  is important. Be- 
group within the or- ware, however, of 
ganization in the inn~ya%jz$e f & a ~ ,  gffective opepatjfsg benchmarking pro- 
case of internal cesses that are not stra- 
benchmarkicg or procedures and bvinning stwtegie~..~ TF tegically important just 
with:n other organi- because you think that 
zations in the case of 
exernal benchmarking. This is often difficult when 
petemial external benchmarking partners are also 
cozpetitors, as "commercial sensitivity" often pre- 
vents them from revealing details of their processes. 
e "ca-S:m&r< C3&==~ien ME:&& - Methods for 
collecting data are not consistent or standardized, 
therecore the comparisons made may not be as valid as 
they may appear to be. Also the boundaries around the 
processes being benchmarked must be clearly defined. 
8 Ch:zrigisg &alrmrsrnx - Continuous measurement 
and ~ o ~ p a r i s o n  does not easily reflect changes such 
as new competizion, new technology and inflation 
rates, etc., unless these are iccorporated into the data 
col ledio~ processes when they become apparent. 
@ 
.Xeiarce - There is a danger of becorning reliant on 
benchmarking rather than seeking inventive or inno- 
vative process improvements. When over-used, it can 
someone else n a y  be 
doing them better than you. 
laacvarive acd iC:lcisnl Procsss~s - Benchmarking is 
less useful to those who have established innovative 
and efficient processes that have been developed for 
their unique environment. ir  can, however, be very 
useful for those who are struggling with inefficient 
and uneconomical processes and who are looking for 
better ways of doing things. 
Best Przctice - Best practice is not always appropriate. 
Best practice can be unique to an environment or situ- 
ation and will not adapt successfully to a different 
environment. Take into account the people using the 
process and the relationship between that process and 
others before making a decision to change. 
Dweiapiwg A Benrlrrr,auGrrg Prases  
There are many books, articles and papers about the de- 
velopment of a benchmarking prccess, and the most con- 
juty 2902 
slstent message appears to be that the process ~?us6 be 
rigorous and well planned. Suggested stages include: 
@ Plan what you are going to benchmark, how, with 
whom and for what Purpose. As with any other 
projecr, planning is the m s t  critical stage because 
inadequate planning an6 preparation can cause a 
project to fail. Plan your resource allocation (who will 
do what, how and who will pay for it) and decide 
which processes will be benchmarked and why. 
Define your process and identify ail of the inputs to 
the process. the outputs and the customers. Define 
Pocess. the boundaries of your p. 
Flowchart your process - inciude icputs, activities, 
flow indicators, decisions and oatpats. 
Identify problems in the process and their possible 
causes. Use the expertise of the staff who ac tudy  
perform the activities, as they have f i x  most ic-depth 
understanding of rela~ed issues. 
Develop your zetrics (how yo= will measure) acd 
identify significan: quziitative Cata that is important 
to the process. 
Coilect data - measure your process. 
Compare collected 
iEplenenration azd review3 
a Becchmarkiag the processes and not just the outpurs 
e Choosirrg an o p t i ~ ~ i  benchmarkicg partner 
Committing rc izprementing the changes ~ e q ~ i ~ e d  
Understanding your organization and its cuiture so 
that you are adopting the =ost a~propriate changes 
in the most appropriate way 
Q Understandicg the limitations of benchmarking 
&yrg,ae ";'en& $35 P r ~ . j ~ r e s  
Current benchmarkmg iitera&re focuses on the elecaronic 
ocvnonment and how Libraries and information services 
are deiivering e-content; how they are managing user ac- 
cess. licensing and authentication; an& how they are view- 
ing performance standards and qnality management is- 
sues in the eiecmnic e m i r o ~ ~ e n f .  Ail have governzent 
support funding and are based i~ the academic and 
public library sectors. 
One =ajar benchmarking e f h ?  is the EQUINGX PROjECT 
{http://equinox,dcu,ie!. EQLTINBX Is a project fucded 
ucder the Telematics for Libraries Programme of the Ed- 
ropean C o m ~ i s s i o ~  
data with benchmark -. . i n l s  project ad-  
partner. '?we is a darn dresses the zeed of ail 
Identify areas for im- libraries ?c develop 
psovement. on benchmarki w mther t k m  seekkg  znd use xiethods for 
Fornulate recomnenda- measuring perfor- 
?ions asld m Fmplemez- inventfabe or innovat ive  process mance in t2e ner- 
tatiog plan. worked, electronic 
Chaxz<ng Brxesses $0 Benchmark 
Choosing what to benchmark can be as important, if nor 
more so than choosing a be~chmarking process or part- 
ner, because it wiil Impact how asefui the resuits are to 
the organization. A useful iist have been developed 5y 
Catherine Cassell, Sara Nadin and ~Meianie Older Gray 
( 2 B O l j  who s ~ g g e s t  haf :he processes chosen f3r 
benchmarking must be: 
related to critical success factors for success; 
processes that are cnrrently causing troubie; 
processes that are important to your mstomers and 
are not performing up to expectations; 
ir, areas where the competitive pressares are impact- 
ing the nost  (e.g., price, flexibiliry, products); 
processes that have the greatest porentiai for difier- 
entiating you froE the competition; and 
processes that are not in transition. 
Srxxessfu!, Bex5nvi:iclng 
Sose  tips for successfd bench~arking include: 
Aligning benchmarking projects with straregic objec- 
$~es (cdticai business iss~es &at have high pay-cffs =d 
are aligned ~ i h  organizational vaiues and strategy] 
Following a rigorous process (planning, analysis, 
environment, along- 
sade the fraditiocal 
p e r f ~ r ~ a n c e  mea- 
suremect, and :O operate I k s e  methods within a frame- 
work of quality managemenr. 
EQUINOX has resulted in a number of 'spin-sff' projects 
designed to neasi;re and rmnitor service qualiry, For ex- 
ample, in Jasuary 2003 the London Business School Li- 
brary com~.ecced a program of internal be~chmarking 
as a means cf moniroring service quality. Performa~ce 
:ndicztors used were chosen frsm those emanarrng froE 
tbe EQUINOX PROJECT. 
Spin-off projects inciucle: 
ABL (Academic and Resear& Libraries) E-Hetries 
Project 
Twenty-three A X  ~ e n f b e r  Zbraries, pks  'he Xornry of C m -  
gress; are colla5ora;ing in this study to determine how Ic 
develop statistics an61 performace nxasnms :hat address 
de)ivery of nefc~orked inf~nnalion resources and sekces. 
The primary objective of project Is to 2nd ways :o gather 
consistent and comparabk data to evalcate electronic in- 
fom-&on services (htt~://tvww~ari.org/srats/newmeas/. 
The MeClnae/Berta% Project 
The McClure/Bertot Project (sponsored by the U.S. Depart- 
in Medicinal Chemistry", and #I in Applied 
Chemistry*. K C  has become $I-FE j o d  
hce  1999, ACS Publications will have introduced a total of 6 new publications: Organic Letters (1999), 
Jouiwezl of Csmbinatorial Chemistry (1 999), Br'omacromolecules (2000), Cystal Growth & Design 
and Nano Letters (both in 2001), and the forthcoming Journal ofProteome Research (2002). This newest 
joumz.l will integrate the fields of chemistry, mathematics, applied physics, biology, and medicine in order 
to maerstmd more M y  the function of proteins m th terns. er informati02 on the 
Journal sf Proborne Research go to its homepage a: 
These newest j o ~ m d s  in the ACS family of publications continue the quality and excellence that is the 
halhafk of the American Chemical Society. 
men8 of Education) i~mlves  the development of US.-wide 
periomacce measaes and national core statistics for elec- 
tronic networked-based services offered by pubiic libraries. 
The SUSTEIS Project 
The U.M.-based JUSTEIS Project aims lo provide the in- 
formation and toois to identify the current use of elec- 
tronic information services a d  to forecast areas of growth 
in British higher education. This would enable JlSC (Joint 
Xnfornaiion Sysfems Committee] to plan for new services, 
network enhancements and other areas oh investment. 
Although these projects are focused on academic and 
psblic library sectors, there are elements of their cur- 
comes, for example tire processes (planning, data coliee- 
tion, analysis or the metrics) that can be used success- 
fully within special libraries. 
Benchmar-kkq i n  Spec'ial Liibr.a;.$es 
The greatest benefi: of benchmarking for ;he speciai li- 
brary is to discover what others are doing that you could 
use to add value to your services a ~ d  strategic processes. 
Librarians in co*qorate, government. health and other 
speciai libraries (including academic Bculty libraries) can 
use iartemal and external benchmarking to iaprove their 
processes and prove rheir "vaiue" to their organization. 
Before a special library embarks on a benchmarking 
project, it is critical that its strategic processes are iden~i- 
lied-those processes that actually contribute to the 
achievement of its goals and objectives. The boundaries 
of those processes must be cleariy defined so that accurate 
comparisons can be nade with benchmarking pafiners. 
31 demonstrate how important the boundaries are, take 
for e x a ~ p i e ,  a library that defines its acquisitions process 
as inclusive of resources acquired for the organization 
but not retained within the library. A potential partner 
may define its accyzisition process as excIusive of those 
resources. Di%cu!ties arise when comparing these pro- 
cesses, as one has a much broader scope than the other 
and is considerably more complex. 
Once the processes an& their boundaries have been de- 
fined and you are investigating what others are doing 
and how they are doing it, it is important tu cnnderstand 
that not all %esr practice" is appropriate for yocr si:m?ion. 
Best practice in one environment is not always best practice 
in another, as the situation is different, the people are 
ndifferent and most importa~tly the relationship with ofi7er 
processes may be different. Take care that you don't adapt 
processes that are not entirely suitable for j7oU sSuation. 
Is anything that you are currently doing innovative and 
unique? If so, you will be unlikely to find benchmarking 
partners for these processes. It will, however> demonsmte 
these 9rocesses as being unique. 
The key to benchaarkicg is to see what is 5eing d m e  
differentiy and to have the abiiity :o assess the value of 
those differences to ycur library. 
The pitfalls and probiezs associated with b e n c h ~ a r k n p  
are many and varied, and most will impact the success of 
a benchmarking project if not fuliy understood. If used 
correcrIy and for ti7e right reasons, Senchmxking can 
resirit in improved productivity i ~ p a c t i n g  conzpeaitive- 
sess, intema! and exrernai rela?io~ships, sapport nei- 
works and resources. a 
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YrSii KNOW A GREAT DEAL.. SlKK WITH WHAT YOU KNOW* 
Nikki Poling is the assistant editor of Information Outlsok. 
Not etnly does the benchmarking process help an organization understand where they stand with their competitors, i t  
can also build vatuable relationships amongst information professionals. Do you know where your organization stands? 
Are you makjng use of best practices? Nikki Poling posed questions to  three special librarians t o  see where organizations 
stand in defining and implementing the benchmarking process today. 
Roger Strouse of OutseU, Inc. 
ing a standard set of attributes ro 
compare multiple organizations to 
each other. In the case of libraries, 
those attributes are types of services 
being offered, how the function is 
changing, how much the library might be spending per 
user, or how ~ u c h  staff they have per customer. I think 
it's a framework for comparing different operations. 
':>. Do you think benchmarking is a dying topic? 
Outsell is a &tie bit different, in that we provide the 
service of benchmarking for our clients. Outsell constantly 
receives requests for benchmarking data, which is why I 
thought it was so interesting that you asked 'Is 
benchmarking a dying topic?' Quite to the contrary, we 
find that our clients ask for a lot of benchmark dzta- 
both operational benchmarks (stuff like budgets, staff 
ratios, budgets per user]; and the more qualitative bench- 
narks {trends in the services offered, trends in the infor- 
nation center fnnction itself). I see people using a lot of 
kqencbrnarking, so I would not say it was dying. Pzrticu- 
larly, the larger organizations are using it rather heavily. 
: EQW would you say the members of SLA do or couid 
irse benchmcrking? 
^ : I see information centers benchmarking themselves 
in orcIer to get ideas for operational best practices, also to 
rationalize their information spending and their staffing-- 
just all their activities, in order to understand how the 
functron is trending, to find out what new services and 
products are being offered. Information managers wast 
to understand how they stack-up to other organizations. 
They want to know, 'Is my information center ahead of 
the curve or behind it?' 
I think information professionals also use benchmarking 
ro find new ideas and unique services. Participating in a 
benchmark survey allows you to find our what others are 
doing that might be innovative. But probably the real 
'meat and potatoes' of benchmarking is the staffing and 
budgeting information that helps managers rationalize 
their spending to executives. 
Another major use of benchmarking can be applied when 
an organization has multiple libraries at different sites 
and they want to compare the consistency and quality 
between the different libraries. Or it can be helpful for 
planning purposes or for integrating multiple sites (like 
in a merger). 
Also, when organizations are considering opening a brand 
new information center, they =ight use benchmark data 
to get a level set about what it will cost, how it will work 
or what type of services it should offer. 
: Is there anything that has changed over the years as 
far as collecting benchmarking data? 
' 1. I think the principles are the same, but what has 
changed is the information gathered. The function of 
librarianship has changed so much that maybe a 
benchmarking study now may include things like 'how 
much do you participate in Web development for your 
organization?' The functions that are benchmarked now 
have changed. But benchmarking is still about objectively 
comparing yourself to other organizations. 
.' :. If an  information professional really had no idea of 
where to start with a benchmarking study, where could 
they begin? 
july 3 '  
- Yo3 could rely on secondary dormation-for in- 
stance, reabing articles on other libraries, us:ng SEA re- 
sources or doing some icforaai networking by calling 
other libraries/companles/organizatrons that are compa- 
rable. Then there are formal methods, such an engaging 
a research firr: to put together a study with multiple par- 
ticipants, using surveys, phone interviews and the stan- 
dard questionnaire. There is definitely a spectrua, frox 
two librarians chatting, all the way through a full-blown 
study done by an outside research firnr. 
David Sbaramaker of the MITRE Corporation 
- 
' Now would 
- 
you define be~rhmarling? 
nization with other organizations 
and learning from the comparison. 
T h a t c a n  involve process 
benchmarking, which you can do 
with an entirely different type of 
organization from your own, to adopt a process in which 
their techniques can be applied ro a process of ycur own. 
Another kind of benchmarking car, be done with like 
orgawizations to compare service leveis, budget, staffing, 
etc. 1 would divide it into those two areas. 
. How often do y o z  evaluate? 
- 5 We've actually done a coupie of exercises within the 
past year. I thmk it is good to do if regularly, especially if 
you want to compare servlces and iike organizations. 
Maybe there is a consortium of insCit3tions that have 
something in common and they can share their inforrEa- 
tion regularly 
,- 3 No, I don't agree with that. Benchmarking is one 
(but not the oniy) source of goad ideas and information 
for the kind of continuous improvement that 1 think we 
all have to be engaged in. 
- What would you say are the berze,fits/d3wrzfaiIs of 
benchmarking? 
.3^ , We've talked about the goal-dlrected process of 
benchmarking, and how if can he used Po track like orga- 
nizarions in order to get an idea of where yonr owc group 
stands overall. Besides the specific actions you night be 
able to take as a result of benchmarking, you are also 
buiiding relationship. Those reiationsEps can be calied 
on for all kinds of unexpected things. Being connected to 
others with comnor, professional interest is how we en- 
rich what we do. Benchmarking is a way of getting con- 
nected and stayizg cccnected-it has somewhat intan- 
gijle and uzpredictabie benefits. 
32 the downside, fron time to t h e  I have heard the criti- 
cism that benchmarking may !iEbt yonr o-wn creativity. 
since you are adopting sarnething s o ~ e b o t y  else alreasy 
thought of. It's not the kind of groundbreaking innova- 
tion that you wsuid have jf you came up with sozething 
truiy original, And while that is true, i don't think that is 
a reason not to benchmark. I think it's great to be icno- 
vaiive and break new ground, bzt you're not going to be 
able to do "bat all the ti=&. And if that is ail you are 
tryicg to dc, you may end up reinventing the wheel. 
Since every organization js different to3, you can't ai- 
ways a s s w e  that everything is going to work the same 
in yours. You have to adapt good practices to yo3r own 
circurzstances. 
- Do yorz think there is competition int-oived in 
benchmarking? 
. - 
..z. I have been in situations where organizations don't 
want to share what they have with others, because they 
have the conrpefitive adva~tage. You have to be sensitive 
to that and kncw where to drzw the iines. The issue of 
coapetition is obviously different for nonprofits than it 
is for firms ir, %he lor-profit s e c t o ~  
Annette Gsh'ske of Library Benchmarking 
International 
. '; - r - H3w would 
yon defr:ne benchmarking? 
, ., .- - >. . - 
..-; ' no me, 
benchmarking is a process of lock- 
ing at how you are getting work 
done and then decidicg ti you 
have a prohierr. area. The probiem 
area identified may be jased on 
customer or executive feedback, 
or new edicts that come from -Jpper managezect or for 
whomever yo2 are working. The next step is to go oat 
and :ii7 ,:d other libraries or entities that perfom the sane  
process, and compare their process and resuits to yours, 
especially if they are doing it differently and getting ber- 
ter results. Ysu will probably nerd to ccxqare with sev- 
eral others to decide -she has the "best pracrice." You 
can decide whether to adopt wbat they are doing sxactiy. 
or to adapt it in y o x  1i:~raryr. 
-' I don? think benchmarkkg is dying, nor should i:, 
especia';iy in the corporate vr~orld. It's pxbabiy easier to 
launch benchmarking studies in the private set":; where 
there may be more purpose and reward. My feeling is 
that some public iibraries-as part of municipal govern- 
ment-are looking at benchmarking to measure perfor- 
mance, prove value and cut down on costs. I believe Dr. 
James Matarazzc has reported in at least one of his stud- 
ies that most of us-after we graduate from library 
school--continue to do things the way we learned :hem 
(until it's 35 years later and we are still doing things the 
same way). Librarians, for whatever reason, in the pub- 
lic, academic and government sectors, don't have the pres- 
sure to move forward and streamline (or measure) how 
tbey perform or '20 business." 
Benchmarking is &finitely still alive and well in Austra- 
lia, England and in the corporate sector in many other 
countries. In the United States, I think there are 'pockets 
LI rar- of progress' where ''b 
since it can take a considerable time commitment? Some- 
where between new library services, more demanding 
customers, implementing new automation tools or cop- 
ing with the burgeoning Internet? Yet it is the "crises 
mode" that demands new solutions-and =any proac- 
tive librarians have been finding those solutions for years. 
They "borrowed" creative solutions from colleagues "on 
the fly" rather than using the more formal "benchmarking 
process." Besides time, benchmarking usually requires a 
commitment of money from within the library budget or 
in addition to it. Funds may be used for personnel to 
help with the study, communications with and travel to 
visit selected partners. 
Tunnel vision (TV) is often the most tenacious obstacle 
to overcome. People with TV frequently believe that 
they don't need to "im- 
ians are benchmarking. ,g,,,T,, a , , r  ,". prove." They can also be 5 r  .?>. ... A.sv.. '.5,;v+:>;.,$5:.g, v .-.. ",-..*..<<<:g .;x.<;, <?$$.<? 
~ h : s  is especially true in . 2 , . I  . 2 L ,  : .,. , , + .... identified by their fre- 
~ : e d i c a i  libraries. The quent answer, "Because 
Medical Library Associa- $ , f i ) I f 3    ,.% ,> , L~ . -  u ..-. 5" I$':;< : +,. - 8 :  - .- J q  , .. ,. $ 9  ., 3 k,; .. W,Z+ k.-l-;fQ g. .?: $;SdQ I've always done it this 
..A 
tion has taken the lead in way," when asked why 
can be used by medical 
librarians for 
benchmarking purposes. Quality processes, including 
benchmarking, is driven by the 1994 accreditation stan- 
dards issued by the Joint Commission on Accreditation 
of Healthcare Organizations, which significantly affects 
the management of information, and in turn, medical Ii- 
braries. I found in Southeast Asia, where I recently taught 
a series of becchmarking workshops last September, that 
there was a strong concern about the viability of 
benchmarking. It was repeatedly expressed that if there 
is 301 an immediate reward [increased funding, special 
recognition) or threat within the library work environ- 
ment {the loss of funding or staffing), then it would be 
difficult to encourage or force a benchmarking effort. I 
s!ronglv believe there is room in all types of libraries- 
azademic, public, government and special-for planned 
performance improvement efforts using the benchmarking 
process and I base :hat opinion on 40 years of working 
in, directing and evaluating library services. I think that 
quaiity expectations will grow in direct proportion to the 
vaiare of Informaticn services provided by librarians. 
., . Are there any problem amas you cair identify in 
bmchnarking! 
' I thjnk there will always be both real and perceived 
problern areas associated with change and learning new 
processes, especially now. Librarians are absolutely over- 
loaded with change and working under a time crrmcli. 
They are constantly challenged to increase their knowi- 
edge and experience bank. Where in the busy workday is 
a hbrartan supposed fit a benchmarking study-especially 
they do a task the way 
they do it. Supervisors of 
TV personnei will need 
some charm and cha- 
risma, lots of patience and persistence, boundless energy 
and encouragement if they are to achieve benchmarking 
success. 
- 7 .  
'. . I f  a librarian is just starting out the process of 
benchmarking, where would yorz tell them to start? 
' - Find out what benchmarking is all about and then 
determine what goes into quality or how quality is de- 
fined. Select a work process that you know needs im- 
proving-identified from either your crystal ball, intu- 
ition or from lots of complaints. You want to select a work 
process that can be studied in a reasonable amount of 
time. Benchmarking is a process that shouid be completed 
in about four to six months. You have to know where 
your resources to benchmark are coming from and what 
you want to accomplish-your purpose. Wben you have 
all of that in focus, then you are ready to conduct and 
implement a successful benchmarking study. 
' .. How ofien would you say bencfimrki~g needs to be done? 
L A  I It is a continuous process, it's like total quality man- 
agement-you never finish improving. Let's say you fin- 
ish your study in six months, then you need to imple- 
ment the improvement in three to six more months. When 
you are finished, you may look for another process to 
improve, but you will still be looking at the one you just 
completed to make sure that is still a "best practice" and 
that you don't slip back into oid habits. There's always 
room for improvement. @ 
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on Management (NICMAN) in Ahmedabad, India. 
But same librarians could be accused of poor services to customers. The development ~f customer-oriented services 
sldis not only ahws  the Library to put forward the services offered as effectively as possible, but also test its 
scmices and PaciUtieo against users' needs and wants. Thus, the library needs to re-examine the ways in which it 
serves i t s  users. A good sewace is of little benefit to the community if it is not made availabie in the most effective 
way, laart of this strategy will involve the careful presentation and packaging of services and facilities offered to give 
both the best individual service, and at the same time, a clear and effective message about the total library services 
Ser;rc-z- ~;<::.~2~-.~~pp tne He-~rl; :.f yb$e to what extent do they serve their customers? These are i-'.- ;. ,. 
:b,ea$th:.r the questions every LIS manager needs to respond to while 
Li'xaries kave always Seen services, in the sense that making decisions about the customer service in his/her 
they offer a collection for consultation by a body of people, library. A library's organizational success may depend 
wirh a catalog as a key to tke colIection. Librarians have on these responses. 
a m  generally been people who have wished to be of ser- 
v:ce to the community, though in a less direct way than, r f ; , j $ i a j : " l $ $  $.p,*><"lcs5; At P:y& .$.?:~:?di $> QL:;Q& 
say, social workers. Many authors have commented about the importance of 
customer service in library and information services. 
But "serruice" has come to connote a more positive kind There are very pragmatic reasons, including "quality" and 
oi act:vi.y than censulta- "accountability," that 
tion, which requires little 
'1 fi 8 good sefi;i;$: j~ & $gk-$te ~~~&~~ 90 make it necessary for 
direct effort on the part of .*a looking at information 
the library Even catalogs services in terms of cus- 
can be passive-basic and g~g-imun$ty 1% j t  i s  $ j ~ k  3'~yade toEer service. High 
a ~thor-desig.ed wtb  -users 
. < 
standards of customer 
in minb, accessible by avai),.&i@ ;.q& &'fg&,$k'@ $yay," service create higher 
a variety of elements, visibility for the infor- 
capable of generzting selective printouts, while also be- ination service unit. It is this enhanced visibility that will 
ing interactive. T h s ,  the service is the access to books lead to better positioning in the organization, If the ser- 
a?d information and the advice and assistance that starf vices are good, the unit will also be perceived as good. 
provides to users, W-hatever the mechanism may be for As managers of various departnents come to recognize 
the delivery of services to users, "we must see that it is how good the information unit can be in providing the 
delivered on time, as per the specifications of the users, products and services they use for their work, they will 
in the quantity they required-no nore, no less-in the encourage others to avail to the services of the unit. and 
pxkagx:g they preferred, a: the place they need it, in a word will spread throughout the organization. Incorpo- 
courteous, helpful and proper manner. This is all important rating high standards of customer service into information 
(believe ;a or no<, and serves as the essentials behind services has to do with the conduct of those who are 
'service mindedness.' Developing a 'customer service successfully serving the unit. It goes without saying that 
culture by embracing all these objectives, is the hall- satisfied users come back for more services, and as these 
wLark of any organization which is prepared to invest the numbers grow {satisfied customers who are also com- 
eifort it ~ k e s  to be successful" (Gupta and Jambhekar, ZOOi). rnitted to success for the information m i t  itself), a group 
of them may evolve into an unofficial support group for 
Ail lijraries mighr claim to be service-oriented, but, in the information unit. They become, without knowing it, 
fact, are they service-oriented? Is their approach to serv- advocates or political sponsors, for the infomation service 
ifig cusromers proper! How good are their services? And, unit. As questions of vitaiity, excertise and/or authority 
of the specialized library or information unit come up, 
these people are available, ready and willing to eEpha- 
size the value of the information unit to the organization 
or community. There are four essential motivating fac- 
tors that drive us to excel in the dejivery of information 
services and products, and the information service man- 
agers who succeed recognize the value of these in the 
work he/she does (St, Clair; '1993): 
f The VALUE of the service is determined by our 
users. I f  we cannot ~rovide them with what they need 
for their success, somethilrg is wrong. 
''3 .- ?We went ""REPEAT BUSINESSv-to brizg 
customers "bark for more. " The more customers use 
the libraries services, the larger the role wiii become 
for your organization. 
3 Being SERVICE-ORIENTED should be at :he 
ccre of o w  profession. If we do not like beicg re- 
sponsible for the provision of informaticn services BE 
the highest quality, perhap we are in wrong business. 
L The WORK. sf- the in forna t im service unit sup- 
ports the overall mission of the orgarziznticln, 
iukich provides its sapport. Wkien that prjmary role 
becomes muddled or weakened, it is time for a re- 
evaiuation of what we do. 
.- : 2 - ,: ,%* .. . Cusgc$~pr ::@wl~e 4n ,b>: &, C ~ , ~ ; $ ; : ~ ~  &,cG;.{ .fit ??.'-".'- 4 3 C: :. % 
Customer service is a critical and inseparable part cf do- 
ing business in libraries, which we provide through user 
services, circdation services, readers' advisory services 
and reference services. However, quality service goes 
beyond these. Most of these play a part in custo=er ser- 
vice, but fail short of the 'whoie.' Customer service re- 
quires entirely interiocking each cetwork which contrib- 
utes to the wei1-being of the organization and then meet- 
ing the mission and the service vision. More closely, the 
services of the library can be divided into two: tile "front 
office" and the "back office." 
Front office procedures are those experienced by the 
customers. In s o a e  instances, they represent a very 
small portion of the total library and informaticn 
strategy. For instance, in a pubiic library the extent of 
personal contact between tile customer and the library 
employee is limited to use of reading room facilities; 
giving replies to some queries, pofntirg out the locatxn 
of the informatior, sources, eic. in libraries the cxstomer 
is exposed to physical facilities and to numerous per- 
sonnel-ranging from circulation clerk tc stacking area 
staff and the reference assistance to the media adviser. 
Due to the importance of the relationship betw-eer. the 
service provider and consumer, cuality of custoEer ser- 
vice is increasingly being viewed as a key to the total 
service strategy. Recognizing ?he importance of such 
lnreractions for cusroEer satisfaction, it can be said, 
"Customer service is the task ... that involves interac- 
tions with custozers In persoc, by :eiecomzunications 
or by n~ai l .  it is designed, performed and col;._,qun- 
cated with two goah ;n mind-operaticnal efficiency 
and customer satisfaction. Essentially it embraces aii 
pe rs~nne l  whose jobs bring them into centacr with 
custozers on a rou?iney as we;! as on an exceptiocai 
basis. Such personnel becorze -,art of the overall prod- 
uct, even though their jobs n a y  have Seec defined in 
strictly operational terns.  Hence the need ?c balance 
operational efficiency againsr customer sa-tislaction 
(Lovelock, 1991) ." 
Customer service is about more than just asking yonr 
customers what they need or sending out surveys tc 
determine customer satisfaction. Gusfoner service is 
about stretching to give more than the custoner expects. 
It's about providing value-added service without being 
asked. It's about putring yourself in the place oi that cns- 
tomer acd thicking like a customer! Each of us should 
know what our customers expect before they Xnow it. If 
you can, go a long way toward truly satisfying their needs. 
If you can make satisfailtian a regular habit, you can make 
yon- caston~ers aiiies in :he battle of $;rdgets> respect or 
any other needs you might have   bender^ 1999) 
-f2 ,,.,.:,..I ++,q .,..k3::..:::s ;* .;a, & <:js:~x$y ....;::~:I:~cE e 
The delivery of service must be timely, accurate 226 with 
concern and courtesy. Gne may ask why these elements 
are important. The 3.nswer is: aII services are intangible 
and are a function of perceptice. As such they depccd on 
interpretations. Xn additioni and perhaps more impcr- 
'Lantljr, service by deficition is perishable-if left unat- 
tended: it can backfire on the organization. Tiis relates 
directly to the acronyrn "COMFCRT," which sigrifies the 
importance of service [Caring, Gbservant, Mindfut, 
Friendly, Obliging, Responsible and Tactful) . These char- 
acteristics are the East basic attribntes of customer ser- 
vice; withoutthem, there can be co true service of any 
kind (Stamatatis, 1997). 
"Caring" shows that, indeed, yo:.: are very in- 
rerested in what rhe customer has :o sq7. You may 
spend ;me with the customer to find cut his/lier real 
needs, wants, expec?aat;ins, etc. 
You must be "observant." In most cases when 
dealing with service-related itens, observations may 
coatribute to satisfying the customer =ore than 
direct comnunication. Pay attention to body lan- 
s a g e  and manner i s~~s .  If recessar)r, read between 
rhe Lines. Aiways try to be one step ahead of the cus- 
tomer. Anticipate his/Pler action. Wcrlvely iisten to 
what :he customer is commznicatir?g, as we13 as- 
and perhaps more importantly--what :?e/she is not 
communicating. 
OCLC Metadata Contract Services, your contract cataloging solution, lets you 
add the staff expertise you need al: a price you can afford. Providing 
conversion, cataloging and physical processing for materials in a8 
bibtiographic formats and many languages, OCLC's contract cataloging 
solution can help you eliminate your backtog and keep up with your current 
cataloging-getting materials to your users faster. A quality solution for short- 
or long-term cataisging assistance, OCLC Metadata Contract Services lets you 
balance your resources effectively. 
See our cualifications at 
You z u s t  be "mindful." Remember that you a i d  your 
orgacization exist to satisfy the customer. Without 
the customer's need, you do not have a job nor does 
the organization have a seajce to provide. The customer 
has a choice, and as such, if you or your organization 
does not recognize the urgency, the sensitivity, the 
uniqueness, the expecrarians and the infiuence that 
the cmtonrer has, you will not be s~ccess fd  in satis- 
fying the cuskmer. 
You must be "friendly." Friendliness does not mean 
b e i ~ g  a l;est. Offer guibance and information, and let 
the customer know you are there for help. 15 you have 
lo, provide feedback to help ;he customer make his/ 
her decision. 3 you do provide feedback, be truthfi~l. 
You must be "obliging." Parience is the keyword when 
a customer may be making up his/her mind while 
talking with you. You 
{;;i%p-~V: - ;;.t.$ r:$:<gpin.*:< CQ*-,:;'-.:: 
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There are basicaily five categories of customer service 
(Ki-nera, 1997). One may need to ask, "Into what category 
does cur organization fall?" The categories are: 
Miserable CusroEer Service: The enrpioyee actually 
goes out of his way to irritate the customer and m-akes 
the buying experience pathetically unforgettabie. 
@ Careless and Unconcerned Customer Service: in this 
scenario, the e ~ ~ p l o y e e  rs indifferent to the customer's 
needs. Me/she couib not care a;rher way w:?ether the 
customer buys or not. &re rbe attitude resonates, 
take it or ieave it.' 
@ Anticipated Customer Service: Where the cmtomer 
gets what is expected-no more, no less. Every cus- 
tomer has soze  expectation of pro&xt/se~vxe, c o ~ r -  
:esy and price whec they go to 
are serving as the 2 . v  : i ,., . 4. 1 , ?ti ... , ... .  . .. ..., *.> .~ ... .,. . 
. -  . 4 make a purchase. Based on the 
a% \*..4 L. ,. 2 .. < ... < >.. ,. , 3.. ... .* ,... .. ?,. ;. \.. ; b. ..,> <.. e. ; ,: .: .La> guinea pig for the treatment a c u s t o ~ e r  eceives, 
dating tne person may .yr ,* ; %, , . ; 
2 : :  ;<:::$< :t:::*." '
make the difference 
between a satisfied md 
dissatisfied customer. It =ay make the difference 
between a sale and a walkout. 'ahen obliging the cus- 
tomer, do not hesitate to edacate the customer as well. 
k u  must be '"responsible." Ysu are ?he expert. The 
customer is iooking to you to provide the appropriate 
information in a cieas concise and easy-to-understand 
manner. Howevcr, rhe strategy Eay backfire. What 
you are trying to accomplish is the development cf a 
relationship where your expertise can indeed help the 
customer. 
Yoa must be "tactfuI." In any service organization and 
in any service delivery, there are going to be Pros- 
k m s  between you and tire cusroEer. Do not panic. 
Tactfulness is the process through whici: the con- 
flict may be resolved. Your focus is to sa':isfy the cus- 
tomer, and as such you should try to identify the 
problem, analyze it and then resolve it :n tbe mosr 
expedient way. Being tactful does not mean that 
you have to give in to the custorFer all ?he time. Act 
in a professional manner, 5e composed anb com- 
rrrunicate to the customer In a way that is not threat- 
ening or demeaning. Be wiliing ro listen and excha~ge 
information with the intention of resolving the con- 
flict. Being tactful means presenting the facts and 
information in a nice mancer. It means listening 
patiently. It means ~hinking 9efore speaking. It 
means listenkg to cfistomers without interrupting. 
Remember natrrre also has rhe same message $e., 
there are two ears and one mouth!. 
@ Competent C u s t a ~ e r  Service: In order b unders;acd 
what is competent customer service, we zus r  under- 
stand that the e ~ ~ p l o y e e  should have skills and a 
desire ro serve =stoners. I? is not mcommon to see 
many organmations train their staff in customer ser- 
vice skills, such as greeting castcmecs, shaking hands, 
saying "piease" and "thaak yor;," smfing 3rd so on. 
These courtesies are very important. But xnless we 
have a true desire to serve ?he custoner, how iong 
cari a person keep a fake s z d e  on kis face? Besides, 
people can see throsgh a facade. Xf a smZe is nor sin- 
cere, it is irritating. There has to be substaxe over 
fom,  not form over substarice. 
0 Exceptional Customer Service: Ir is an organizaqion's 
responsibilfty, It is a mutually profitable re1a:ionshi. 
it is organizatrcnai co~mi tment  o do whaswer it 
takes to make the 5nying experience delightful for 
the customer Sy providing added value products cr 
services. it 1s the 6e:igfirfui experieme that brings 
the custonzer back. Any experience that is enjoyable 
will be o m  cnsrorners wacr to rep ear^ it is the 
added vahe that breeds loyalty Exceptional c~storner 
service includes competence and cou*esy. When a 
customer =akes a purchase, be/she has actu~lly pcr- 
chased the right to be treated wit:", courtesy and to 
be provided with competent service, Tr, order to pro- 
vide exceptionai cus;omer service we must reccgnrze 
customers' needs and expec?rat~ons. There is a dif- 
ference between customer service and customer 
satisfaction. Customer service is from the provider's 
301~: of view, whereas satisfaction is from the 
zustomer's point of view. 
Tl-e selection of service will have a vital impact on the 
overall performance of employees, management and :he 
organization as a whole. 
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Users are described variously, such as: 
'Jse:s are those for whom information systems are 
c:ea:ed. 
A cser is the king around whom all the activities of the 
library revclve. 
e L&I Ce~ters exist to meet the needs of all its users. 
8 A sser is the focal point of all information activities. 
9 L&I Centers are worthless without users. 
The above de- 
e is the concept of internal customer satisfaction work- 
ing in your library? Is it measured? 
The response from your library to these questions largely 
enunciates the approach used to serve yonr customers. 
There could be a number of areas in which there is steeper 
development in your library, because more and more 
information is available on the lnrernet and online ser- 
vices. But, relatively, this is a more leisurely, lagging and 
limping improvement when it comes to services. Goodson 
(1997) has expressed his worries over such a move. To 
him, "Librarians are in great danger of being cut out of 
the loop complerely-not because they think they no 
longer need us. Why not? We have tried for years to 
convince them that this is true, that they can do it all 
themselves-and with many resources available as 




rnnst develop infrastructure, resources and services to 
fuiiil information needs o f  every individual user or user 
group. The pnrpose of an L&I Center is defined by the 
neecis of users, and the success of that service is deter- 
mined by satisiacrion or delight of users (Gupta, 1996). 
The "User is the King" attitude also recognizes the fact 
that it :s important to keep in mind a user's lifetime 
value to the organization, rather than to look at the 
value of one transaction. However, even libraries do 
not ccnsider giving users service on a continual basis--- 
tl-ey see every visit by a user in a transactional manner. 
To assess the service approach of a library, the follow- 
ing are key questions that every LIS manager needs to 
ask their staff: 
* How do you rate the quality of service you offer? 
o Are custorfiers happy with the !eve1 of service you 
provide? 
e Do yo3 find the service component of the library diifi- 
cult to manage? 
e What are your customer's views about the service of 
the library? 
Are you aware of the poor or good services you pro- 
vide to custonrers? What attempts have you made to 
impro~re or benchmark the service? 
Is your service user-friendly? Is it convenient to the 
customers? 
Do customers kave clear expectations horn your library? 
D3 you know what they are? 
Do yoc. have a promise for your customers? How do 
you plan to meet it? 
Does every function in the library see itself as contrib- 
uting to customer satisfaction? 
are the best 
lnaterials 
for their needs, but simply because it's convenient. The 
unique thing about librarians is that we are trained not 
only to find information and organize it, but also to 
evaluate its quality. But we nave cocsistently abdicated 
these responsibilities in misguiding attempts to make 
libraries more and more self-service. Again, as the avail- 
ability and access to information technology escalates, 
librarians have less and less time left to show peopie what 
we really can do for them. We are well on our way to 
extinction if we don't start changing the way we do things 
and fast." 
'$"he 2eed For a Fresh Look 
Tomorrow's new services and ideas will come from ac- 
tive investigation about themselves, their fields, their 
libraries, and most importantly, the users they serve. Un- 
fortunately, the traditional and extensive surveys many 
iibraries employ reveal nothing about the individual 
user's needs or the services that may be offered. Most of 
the time individual users remain invisible. Is it the right 
way to understand the user and their needs? Or could 
there be any alternative to suck a system, which helps 
us to properly recognize these needs in order to meet 
them exceedingly? A strategic fccus on customer service 
can act as an effective tool in helping iibraries to ac- 
complish their mission of serving users in an improved 
way. All products for which every library strives to pro- 
vide access must be served wirh a customer "service" 
attitude, to offer a total value proposition to every in- 
dividual customer. We must start providing good services 
to customers, because customers do not know what good 
service is-until they do not get zt. And good service adds 
value to Library resources. 6; 
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:i. Join SLA7s Strategic Learning Team lor the 2082 
: Virtual. Seminar Series. This cost effective dhtance 
learning program combines the telephone and 
internet to present a low tech, inferactive learning 
experience. with a combination of cutting edge 
interviews and nuts and bolts presentations, ?he 
2002 Virtual Seminar Series has something for 
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ections to information wrofessionals 
st in your career by joining the thousands of information professionals who will 
ene in 10s Angeles, CA, USA, for SlA's Annual Conference and Info Expo. Grettf 
for Monmemben! SLA is pleased to announce that any individual registering 
ull-Conference Nonmember will automatically be awarded a one-year membership 
, a bonus offer worth $1 25. SLA invites you to take advantage of this opportunity! 
connected throughout the year to an even larger network. SLA membership helps 




products, services and 
learn with your colleo 
acts you need through Who's 
where you work or live thro 
Who 
ugh 
nsive network of chapters, and sfay on top of your specific field through SLAj 
visions representing subiect inferesk, fields, or types of informdion-handling techniques. 
- .  . . 
DtlrN the year you will also benefit through: 
r Membership in one chapter and one division at no additional cost. 
Sf. .:
1nforma:ion Outlooks - a full-color, monthly magazine for the most authoritative 
. .. .:. . . 
.. . , . 
. *  ." 
0. coverage of the information industry including news, analysis and opinion. 
:E r SM.COMmunicate - an e-newsletter with information on current challenges 
and trends in the profession, career-long learning, and management tips. 
%.:::- Discounls on learning opportunities and publications. 
* Complete access to Virtual SLA online information and tools. 
:-::-:--- Career Services On-line. 
heck the "Join S l A  Now" box on the conference registration form if you 
re ready to make a strong investment in your career. 
Nikki Poling is the m i s t a n t  editor ofhfarrnat;on Out!ook. 
This month Assistant Editor Nikki Poling picked the mind of one librarian and SLA member, Sandra Kitt, t o  find out 
what our members are doing in  their free time. 
Sandra Ritt had always imagined she'd grow up to ilius- 
trate children's books, but she never suspected she would 
be writing fiction for adults one day. 
Born 2nd raised the eldest of four children in New York 
City, IZt7 foliowed her dream of iliustrating to City Uni- 
versit'y, where she obtained her bachelor's in fine arts. 
{Eventually, she did do some iIlusirating, working on 
cards for UNICEF and designing two books wi:h the late 
scientist Dr. Isaac Asimov.) 
Kitt woriced part-time during undergrad at the American 
W~seurn of Natural History's astronomy library, and wzs 
employed after graduation at a small advertising agency. 
After a few years, she decided to return to City University 
tc pursse her master's degree and halfway through her 
p-ogram the museam director offered Kitt a position as 
head iibrarian a; the astronomy Iibrary~ Although she 
didn't have n~uch  knowledge of astronomy, Kitt did know 
how to manage the collection, so she accepted the posi- 
tion as a second career to her artwork. 
"I enjoyed the fact that people came to me for help. And 
I found that I enjoyed helping them, that's the most sim- 
plistic IeireI of it," Kitt said. "That is how it began, jusr 
functioning in the library to help people." 
Kitt found the research aspect of the library profession 
fascinating. It challenged her and she welcomed the ifi- 
vi:ation. She considered herself an "information detective." 
'The chailenge was always, 'Can I find the answer to this 
qr:estion?' I became very delemined that 1 could always 
have an answer,"KKirt said. 
With the feeling that she needed to learn more, Kitt en- 
r o h i  in classes a': the Kayden Planetarium with the staff 
astronormers. She attended lectures given by guest speak- 
ers and wound up meeting the Ekes of Carl Sagan, Isaac 
Asimov, John WiIford Noble and many of the astronauts 
from the Apolio moon missions. 
"As I took on more responsibility, I also became much 
more innovative in developing programs, services and 
ideas ;hat would better help me to find information for the 
public-and better help them foms their attention," Kitt said. 
But Kitt's plate was still not full. In 1981, an idea popped 
into her head and she sat down to write. 
"I didn't tell anyone what I was doing, because I didn't know 
whar I was doing. For the most part, I was entertaining 
~yself.  I just had this neat idea," Kitt said. "I wanted to explore. 
So I would go home in the evenings and just work on it. 
But six weeks later, I had a 500-page manuscript." 
Since Kitt had never considered writing before, she really 
had no expectations of getting published. But her ideas kept 
coming and after spending a year and a half churning 
her thoughts on to paper, she had produced three manuscripts. 
"I had all these ideas that were corning really fast, and I 
said, 'Well, you know, maybe some of this is really legiti- 
mate, maybe it's publishable.' " 
Tronicaliy, the year that she finished her third manuscript, 
Rirt saw an article in the New York Tines about a woman 
named Vivian Stephens who was staging a new line of 
books in New York for Harlequin Enterprise, the world's 
largest and oldest publisher of romance novels based in 
Canada. Kitt called Stephens, inrroduced herself and ar- 
ranged a meeting. 
"I knew nothing about publishing, so she gave me a crash 
course and explained what she was looking for," Ritt said. 
"At the end of meeting she said, 'Why don't you send me 
two of your three books and let me take a look at them.' 
So I did and she bought both of them. I sold two books 
('Rites of Spring' and 'Adam and Eva'! i~ a matter of a 
week-without the benefit of an agent." 
When Kitt sold "Adam and Eva," she became ihe first 
ever African American to publish with Harlequin, while 
also going on to design a few books for them. But she 
became frustrated when publishers began branding her 
a romance writer. 
"- When I began writing, if you were a female writing sto- 
ries with a romance, yoc were a romance writer. Them 
really weren't many opfions," Pit: said. 
As her wr i t i~g  career was getting off the ground, Kit? re- 
mained active as an artist and was stiil working in tke 
library. By tie 5tie she sold her & i d  ~r,a~uscript ('Yd Good 
Things") to DoubIeDay in 1983, she was "off md -mnning." 
=I f 9omd - that I was doing a cumber of firsts at the time 
(especially in women's fiction)," Kit', explains. "I was one 
of the f is t  writers who wrote from the fecenrale and male 
point of view. And I aiso diversified the population is  my 
books. Very few books at the time were ethnimily diverse. 
By now, she was becoming antsy-creatively sgeaking, 
In 1995 she produced a book rhaf Harlequin passed or,, 
giving her the oppo2unity to go io a jigger house, Pengnin 
PuLqam. The book, The Color cf Love, would end up k i n g  
Kitt's most popular work. it is currg~t1.y in its 9th printing 
and has been optioned mice  for L i h  (once with HBO 
and the second time with a production company in L.A.J. 
" f i e  Color 9fLove was my break out book from romance 
to more znainstream-type backs. Tm-enty-five books late5 it 
is st& the one readers consistentiy tell me is their favcrite 
book. I was very pleased with the way it tcrned out." 
Kitt found that as she continued writing, her stories grew 
much iarger and she began doing intense research. 
"Interestingly enough," Kit: said, "This harkens back ic. 
being a ifbrarian." 
She wen? fro= heiping other people, to having to do her 
own research for specific projects. "I just LOVE the research, 
the process of exploring a sdject  and finding inforna- 
Iion," Kitt said. "One of my favorite techniques of research 
is inaerviewing people, interviewing experts ir, their field." 
By being "totally imolved and immersed" in her sub- 
jects, this research techniqne allows Kit: tc "give the voice 
of authenticity" to her charxters. Through intei-views with 
NYC fire Marshals and poiice officers, FBI agents, Navy 
Seals, divers, -weathermen, doctors, journalists and one 
young woman inflicted with sickle cell anewia, Kitt nor 
only creates the compiefe character, but as she says, "I 
am also learning an awful 106." 
Her latesr book, She's the One, was released just one 
month before the September lit' terrorist attacks. The 
srory featured a iibrary director as the heroine and a Kew 
%rk firefighter as the hero. Also touching on her iden- 
tiry as a librarian, Et t  has produced a piece i'eatunng an 
antiquarian book restorer as the heroine. But now she is 
trying ts. find a way to incorporate her work a; ?he as- 
tronomy/astrophysies library into a srory. One individuai 
suggested a murder mystery. 
Ki?t laughs, "And we'll call it 'Mrrraler in :he Stars' or 
so-nething." 
in addition to her writing career and work at t@e iibrary, 
Kitt teaches a pubiishing/crea%iw. writing conrse at a n'ew 
Jersey college. She insists, "Every person has at least one 
good story in them, because we all come fro3 iateresting 
and unique family backgrounds and situarlons. 
For those who have a hidden interest in writing, Ritt 
suggests keeping a journal and writing every day. "This 
gets you into the habia of paying attention to your ieel- 
:rigs, emotions and insights on things. You become a 
much better o5servs of the world around you, because 
that is what a wrirer is-someene who observes life 
and peo~le ."  
Mitt derives many of her story ideas from newspapers, 
nragazines or s t o ~ e s  he nx-qr see on the news or in movies. 
She alsc asks a lot of 'v,~ha?-if' questions tc get her staeed. 
"I also cover social issnes," said Kilt. "I have wrirten about 
surrogate motherhood, abandoned children, race relations, 
race identity, interracial/class differences and relation- 
ships. I try ':a strrrcture the story sc anyone reading it 
will get something out of it." 
After spending mare than 2G years at rbe Arxerican Mu- 
seum of Natural History, Mirt doesn't piac to give np any 
of her careers. Ske continues as a dimct0r of library staff 
for rhe museum, sfiR works in the a~~ro~oiny/astrophys- 
ics department and writes in her spzre tixe. The ~honghr 
of becozing a full-time writer has crossed her &nd, bur 
Kitt has three reasons for nst leaving her day job, 
'7 really like being a librarian, i really love what % do," 
said Kitt. "I have been reiuctant to Ier it go, because it 
has been snch a satisfying career. R lot of very? very good 
friends have been made through §LA and as a member of 
:he association and being a library professiocal, I have 
always loved those contacts. I've always found iibrarians 
to be very open, friecdiy, generons peapie and tkat s a 
sociery I have alr~ays reaiiy enjoyed." 
The second reason: :he mpredicsabMty of the pizblishlng 
industry. "Just because 1 am successfuI :his pear, doesn't 
mean I wiii be next year," Kilt said. 
"And the third thing is, I am the kind of person that re- 
ally needs to be zrcund people. I need to have the ccn- 
nection both inteilec:ualiy and emorionaily," Kit? explains. 
"Ccntac? is what gives me story ideas. To cut myself oY 
anb just m7ri;e would be a disservice to myself as a writer. 
Sandra Mitt wi:l remain a LiSrarian by day, a wrser by 
night and a testimony to the non-s*:ereo:ypicd life librzr- 





by Laura Gasaway 
Today both academic and special 
libraries are creating digital iibrar- 
ies and archives. Digital projects 
generally have two goals: 11 ro pre- 
serve library material; and 2) to 
nake  the materials available to us- 
ers both near and far. 
Whether the Ifbrarg, confronts copy- 
right probiems in developing these 
projects depends on the ownership 
of the copyright, the status of the 
work and at least somewhar on the 
distri5ution of digital copies. Soxe 
digital producrs are for preservation 
only (the digital version is no: made 
available to users!, while the sole 
purpose of other projects is to pro- 
vide increased availability, Some 
digital library projects involve public 
domain materials in which the in- 
stitution or organization has a sig- 
nificant interest. Since tkis nateriai 
is not protected by copyright, the 
library is free to nake the digitized 
public domain work available s n  an 
intranet or on the Web, Other digi- 
tal Iibrary projects IlivoIve digitizing 
unpublished archiva! materiais such 
as letters, diaries and manuscripts. 
Frequently, a library wZll not have 
obtained the copyright in the deed 
of transfer when the artifact was 
received. While the library or 
archive may often own fhe only copy 
of a work, unless the copyright 
hdder specifically tra~sferred rhe 
copyright along with the iten, thr 
institution does not have the repro- 
ducticm and disrribution rights. 
The Dfgital Millennium Copyright 
Act gave liksrixies the right to sake 
up to three copies of an unprrblished 
work for preservation, security or 
deposit for research in anotirer 
library. One of these copies n a y  be 
digital (17 U.S.C. 5 108jb; (2880jj 
However, a digital copy of a copy- 
righted, unpublished work nade  
under this section may not be made 
available to the public outside the 
premises of the library or archives, 
and thus n a y  not be distributed via 
the Web. 
At the end of 21102, a huge nu=ber 
of unpubiished works will enter the 
pubIic domain. Works that were in 
existence on January 1. 2975, 2nd 
which remain unpubtished through 
the end of 2032, will enter the public 
domain at the end of December Sf, 
2002 or life of the author plus 70 
years (whichever is greater). W k b  
a few months, there will be no c o g -  
rig* problea with making macy of 
rhese works avaiiable on the Web, 
because they will have entered the 
public domain. If tbe lLbrary or 
archives does not hoid the cspy- 
right, %laen before digitizing the work 
and rsaking if available to the pub- 
Lic, the library should seek permis- 
sion of the copyright hoider. Tbe 
astiror holds the copyright or if the 
author is deceased his/ker heirs wiii 
hold the copyright. li the library or 
archives has made a significant 
effort to Iocate the author or the 
heirs but has been unable to do so, 
it could decide to assume the risk of 
liability and make :he digital work 
available. 
There are also older published 
naterials in w i i ch  libraries and 
archives have an interest for add- 
ing to digital libracary collections. The 
work may be out of print brrt still 
under copyright. The library z c s ?  
either reqlzest permission frorn the 
copyright owner to digitize such 
works or be willing to assume the 
risk for digitizing rhe wo:% and mak- 
ing it avaiiabk to users, A copyright 
holder is less likely to grant permis- 
sion for digitizing a work still pro- 
tected by copyright if ir has any in- 
terest in either reprinting it or bring- 
ing out 2 new edition of til_e work, 
inchding a digital version. On the 
other hand, it is often difficult to To- 
care the copyright holder if the pub- 
lisher of ",e work has disappeared 
or gone out cf business. 
The 1998 Copyright Term Extension 
Act added a new subsection jh> to 
section 188 of the Act, whch was 
intended to reduce tke effects of r$e 
29-year terAn extension. It p~ovldes 
rhat during the lasr 26 years of a 
work's term, a liSrary, archives or 2 
nonprciit edvcatiolial institution 
may reproduce, distribute, display 
or perfom a work in eifher facsimile 
or digital form if certain conditions 
are met. The 55rary f!rst 
derermine 5y reasonable investiga- 
tian that: [I) a copy of the work 
cannot be obtained at a reasonable 
-,rice; and (2) the work is no longer 
subject to commercial exploitation. 
T- r,-is T~ can be determined by con- 
tacting '-Re copyright owner, who 
provides notice that neither of these 
two conditions exisrs. The statute 
contains no restriction on making 
such work availaSle on the Web. 
The exemption does not apply to any 
subsequent uses by mers other than 
the library or archives that makes 
the investigatim. So, each liSrary 
or archives thaz wants to digitize 
such a work ~ u s t  cond:~ct its own 
investigation. 
Washington 20009, or by fax at 
1-202-265-93 17. Order online at ! 
h t t p : / / w .  sia.org/onthejob. 1 
For more informati 
SLA's book order 
1-202-234-4700. 
One thing is certain, this is a roplc 
that goes by many mmes-evidence- 
based medicine, evidence-based de- 
cisiorr-making, evidence-based prac- 
tice, etc. In a nurshell, EBR aims to 
achieve the appropriate balance of 
sound theory and relevant empirid 
evidence to make decisions. 
The Pharmaceutical and Health 
Technology Division's (DPHT) Stra- 
tegic Planning Committee set out to 
do just that-apply evidence-based 
research to the development of :he 
division's strategic plan. The division 
wmted a road map to follow, in order 
to ensure that we were meeting 
member needs and providing grcwtk 
for the future. 
'Rs a pofession which bas Lie ability 
to maage the literatme of research, 
librarianship is uniqzely placed to 
model the principles of evidence- 
based practice: not orJy as the57 apply 
to o tk r  &sciphes wInic2 we serve, but 
also as they apply to our own pro- 
fessional practice," Ann Ritchie saic! 
in the December 1999 issue of incire 
L'vfugezine (htrp://ww-w.aiia.orggau/ 
incite/l999/72/appraisal.html). 
What  Did MPe Do? 
The first step in the process was to 
gather same empirical evidence. We 
needed to survey m r  members. The 
committee examined model surveys/ 
information sutlook 
division suArveys for ideas, while also 
reviewing Literature on designing 
effective surveys. The division board 
provided input on the survey instru- 
=ent. One =ember recommended 
including questions on rhe division's 
strengths and weaknesses and the 
potential opportunities and threats. 
Bnce finalized, the survey was 
miiled to aii division rnersbers. The 
goals of the survey were he: 
Gather useM information on: 
6 Wno are we professionally 
@ What we do in SLA 
What we do in our division 
What we want/need out oi our 
division 
Understand these deEographics to 
assist us in: 
Targeting our programs 
Determining whether we should 
co-sponsor program 
Understanding what topics should 
be offered in our programming 
Evaluating the services the PET 
Division provides 
Planning to meer the specific 
needs of the membership 
While orrly a smali sampling of sur- 
veys were returned (91 out of 816- 
a mere II percent), rhey depict a 
broad cross-secrion sf the division 
and seem representative of what we 
believe tc be the demographic char- 
acteristics of the division as a whole. 
The survey results were then tabu- 
lated (chats and graphs were created) 
and conrnents were compiled. AH 
and aii, this was quire an ard??cus 
task. The resuits were then poszed 
on the division Web site. 
Now, the real work had to begin. The 
committee needed to analyze the 
data arrd ask the ever-important 
question, "So what?' Me; analyzing 
the data, the ccmmittee realized we 
had nrore umnswered questions 
tkaa when we stated i aPIe agreed that 
we needed more "evidence" to s u p  
pert om tkeofies. Our conern -ass we 
were lacking a statistically sepresen- 
tative srunrbe: of msponses frcm GliVi- 
sion rne-nbes in mmagerxn; positions 
a 3  in n o n - p h m  rnmpxries. We also 
discovered that =any of the re- 
sponses we received needed furtiier 
?robing, which couidn't be accom 
piished via a mail survey, 
Our nexi step mas to conduct focus 
group izrerviews. Each co~mi t t ee  
r:e~.ber chose five division =embers 
(many in senior level management 
position) ro contact directly. Every 
effort was made to provide a cross- 
*, icpresentation of health care indsls- 
tries and geogra~hies. The resuits 
were phenomenai! This time we ha6 
managed to get at the heafi of +&e 
issues and receive excellent feedback 
that woulc serve as :he foundation 
icr developing our strategic plan. 
However, we didn't stop there The 
camnittee spent time reviewing 
S-Ms strategic plans as weJl as the 
strategic plans available from other 
divisions an< chapters. Once con- 
pieted, we drafted tke plan. The draft 
plan -was then sent tc the PHT Board 
for validation and c ~ ~ r n e n t .  In h e ,  
the plan was presented to the divi- 
sion membership at t5e farPnuaI Bzsi- 
ness Meeting in Los Angefes. 
:$<as 1: l&,h~ort3 ii:e zff~$;$ 
'fou beti The outcome of ti?% labor- 
intensive, year-and-a-half process 
was an  evidence-based strategic 
plan, which cleariy addresses div& 
slon menber needs and concerns. As 
the i n c o ~ i n g  2@82/2803  DPBT 
Board assuvxs office, they will have 
a well-grounded pian by which to 
guide their decisions. 
S~ategic Planning Committee =em- 
bers included: Sea2 DDeora, Sovafiis 
?hamaceu"icals Canada; Bernajette 
Ewen, Aventis Pas?erzr (PHT Division 
Chair;; Stephanie Fit& Detoitte & 
Tsuche; and Karen Kreizrnan Reczek, 
MTL-ACTS {Ccmnittee Chair:. 
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Measuring the Bot&xn Line Contribution of Librarians and Information Professionals 
by Frank H. Portugal, Ph.D. 
A determination of the bottom line vdue of Libraries a d  
information centers has proven d&cult because of the intan- 
gible nature of the vdue and the use of archaic accounting 
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical 
assets rather than intangible ones. The problem is that the 
intangible value of libraries and information centers may be 
orders of magnitude greater than their tangible value. To 
overcome some of these measurement difficulties this 
workbork presents four different approaches to the intangible 
vduation of information resources. 
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ta Assess and 
In .soday's econoaic conditions, gar- 
nering and brokering information 
has become a va2raabIe s k l .  The &L~E 
value of information is undeniabie. 
Understandi~g and implexenting 
measurement and communicaTion 
strategies will coztimue to be criti- 
cal to the success of information 
professionals in all organizations. 
You must be capable of managing 
information and understanciing how 
to measure its value within your 
organization. 
To help sshorien the learning curve, 
we are pleased to i n ~ d u c e  the Library 
Assessnent a d  BenekmIkhg L-idtute 
jM 2002) in Monterey, California, 
USA, kam Septexber 13-19,2002. The 
institute; presented in partnership 
with SrSh [Special Libraries Associa- 
tion) , Federd Library a d  %nf cmation 
Center Committee JFLICC) and AWL 
(Association far Research Libra-iesj, 
will provide yon wit?? practkd s?a~e- 
gies for neasmihg and com~amkatlng 
the vahe of informalion. 
A. Parasusaman, professor and 
holder of the zarnes 'dl. "Mckamore 
Chair in Marketkg at the University 
of Pdiia=i, will discuss the applica- 
tion of user-centered models for as- 
sessing service quality, such as 
SEWQUAL, TRZ (Technology Readi- 
ness Index), and e-SQ (Eiectronic 
Service Qualityj. Grounded in the 
Gap Theory of Service Quality, the 
SERVQUAL survey Instrunent was 
developed for the for-profit sector in 
the 1980's by the marketing research 
group of Parasamman, Zeitharni and 
Berry. TThe TRI is an insrrument de- 
veloped to help ccnpanies gain ar, 
In-depth understanding of the readi- 
ness of their customers to enbrace 
and interact with technology. 
The conversation on day two wili 
focus on tke ARL LibQUAL -'" 
project, a large-scaie, online user- 
'sased assessment of nultipie meti?- 
ods of listening to clients. It is the 
only total rLarket sarvey tocl devel- 
oped for libraries. Colleen Cook, ex- 
ecurive associate deao, Texas A&M 
University Libraries, and Bruce Th- 
onpson. professor & distinguished 
research scholar, Texas U~iver- 
sity will provide an overv:ew of the 
LibQUAL + -Mproject. 
In acidition, the institute will aisc 
present guidelines for designing and 
adminisrering co-mpiemeztary or al- 
ternative surveys that may be use6 
with samples or selecred subsets of 
clients. For those who want to gather 
direct input on individual clients' 
needs, the principles 05 strucruring 
and conducting focus groups will 
aIso be covered. 
The institsre will cover means and 
me5:ods for meas&%?g what is being 
done on your intranet Web site- 
jo tb  the use of public d o m a i ~  
Internet resources and 8be use of the 
licensed commercial databases that 
the Infozmarion center has ~ m d e  
available. IR case of "free" We5 site 
acrfvity, it will explain what Infor- 
mation yos can glean by using zmni- 
toring soft-mare and how to under- 
stand the reports they produce. 
When it cox~es to commercial online 
databases, knowing what data to re- 
qzest from your vendor In order to 
-aderstad y o u  clients' usage !is vW. 
Other techniques to be presented by 
the instiru'ae are "rhe Baianced 
Scorecard" and b e n ~ h ~ a r k i n g .  The 
institute will heip you develop a cai- 
b r e  of assessment that can lead to 
5etter-focused infornation resource 
xanagement for your company, 
agency or department. 
in s m x ~ a r y ,  ask yourself if ywd have 
the skilIs needed to assess and 
benchmark the infornation that yoa 
provide you- organization. The 
si-xpie fact ;ha: ym're reading rhls 
co luxa  makes that point mute. 
You've 6emonstra:ed an interest and 
taken an active role in making ':ears- 
ing happen. We kope that ycn'il con- 
sider joining yonr colieagues for LAB 
2002. I%rxxmber, SLA's Strategfc 
Learning Team sapports you as you 
work to garner these skills. 
6 Don't miss your chance to 
particigate in the LFxaq- As- 
sessnen: and Benchmarking 
Institute (LAB 21382] at the 
Monterey Zyatt Regezcy in 
Monterey, California, USA. For 
more details or pricing infur- 
marion, visit www.sia.org. Of 
corrrse, y3u. can also cenract 
SLA's Strategic Lealning 
Team 31 202-939-3579 or 
learning@ sla.org fcr details. 
a Participate in 'mew Ways of 
Listening to Library Users: 
Tools for _Measuring Service 
Quality" an ARL/SLA work- 
shop && A. ?arasaara.aman and 
the LibQUAt t 'N Team. The 
session will be conducted on 
September 27-28,2302, at the 
Associa;ion ~i Research Li- 
braries m Washington, D.C. 
For details, visit htrp:// 
www-.arl.org/libqual/evenfs/ 
listen/index2. html. 
Spcdd Libraries Associadon 
A powerful benchmarking toci that no speciai librarian should be without! 
Order today a d  use your's t o  compare and contrast wages and other earnings of 
thocsands of special iibrarians in various regi0r.s in the U.S. and Canada. 
New fcaturesi 
I R  addition to  the data yoir've come to  depend or,, this year we've included more 
brezkdcwns by industry, size of library, title, respomibiiity and geographic region. 
T 
i he hook also contains salary data on the dynamic and expafiding responsibilities of 
special iibrariazs. 
Find out haw much you could get paid if you did this: 
- Knowledge Management 
- Intranetlhternet deveiopment 
- Da~abase software design 
- Marketing 
- IT admin;strator 
Find this information and more in the latest saiary survey! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
Prepayment is required for aii orders. Orders are shipped via i lPS and should arrive within 2-4 weeks. 
Name Org. Phone 
Street Address 
City State/Provir.ce Zp/PostaL Code Country 
Check encicsed Bi!i t c  credit card __ Visa Mastercard A'MEX Diners Ciub 
(US doiiars oniy) 
Account # Expiratiofi 
Signdt 2 w e  
Phone 1-202-939-3673, F m  1-202-234-2442, Emad books@sla.org, Virttlal Bookstore www.sia.org. 
Specisl Libraries Association, Order Dept., i700 i8th Street, NW Washington, DC 20009 ijSA 
Skm the mid- to late '913s (which .seem 
Bike a decade ago!, many organiza- 
tions implemented telecommuting 
policies as an added benefit for their 
employees. With the marveious ad- 
vances in technology (Internet, e- 
mail and fax), putting in a full day's 
work without Eeaving the comfort of 
your own home became a realityi, 
especially for those of us who are 
not fortunate enocgh to haw a job 
within walking distance. There are 
many benefits to working out of your 
home; however, it may not be right 
for you. The following is a list of pros 
and cons to help you decide: 
Fro 
* YOU have free reign over yonr 
work environment. 
CD $2 
.S You must be highly motivated 
and self-disciplined to get go- 
ing in the morning. 
Pro 
* There is no daily coxmute or 
traffic to deal wirh. You will 
save money on transportation 
and repairs to yonr car. 
cm 
1 honestly searched for a dis- 
advantage and could only 
come up with.. . . You may need 
to get out of the house. (But 
 yo^ can always take a walk.; 
PSQ 
* You can work in shorts and a 
T-shifi. 
Con 
e The relaxed atmosphere can 
be very misleading and 
hinder your production. 
Pro 
e No one is looking over your 
shouider and questioning 
your every maw. 
CS?E 
* No one can ;risu&e your work 
ethic either. This is tricky Se- 
a~,%? it may depend on how you 
are judged at the office. Percep- 
don is reality in some saws. 
Prc 
Yoz can write off a small por- 
tion oi your home office ex- 
penses @n your taxes. 
&r! 
Anytime yoii can save aoney 
with Encle Sam, there is no 
disadvantage. Howevep; you 
have to be abie to keep good 
records jusr in case he calls. 
$m 
* If yo5 are married or have 
children at home, this type of 
work situation can be espe- 
cially convenient for you. 
Csn 
e This arrangement can also be 
a hindrance to your work 
pmduction if you spend the 
majority of your time dealing 
with family issues. 
Pro 
s Ycn caq set your ow; schedule 
and work around it. 
Csr: 
Yow home is your oEIce, so you 
Lave ro find a rekige from work. 
Psa 
Your production increases be- 
muse there aren't as xiany dis- 
trac'ircns @hones, co-workers, 
meetings). 
i,'U F? 
.S You miss cut on projects and 
br&3instorming sessions wirh 
your co-workers. 
21-3 
@ PIOu don't Save to deal with 
the strains of office poliries. 
:c?i 
e Yoz iose ~3rnaraderie with 
your co-workers because of z 
lack of face iixe. 
WorXing frox home has advan- 
tages a ~ d  disadvantages. The situ- 
ation has to be rhe right one. Star? 
out telecommuting once or twice 
a week to determine if it-s an ideai 
situation for you. Keep in mind; 
when yon telecoxma'le, you wiIZ 
be sabjected to a different type of 
scrutiny from your co-workers. is 
it right f ~ 7  YOE? %%o kncwsi i f  you 
decide ro try it out, remember rhar 
you should always r x l n t a i n  a 
presence at rhe xa in  office. Once 
in a while do a hncheon with your 
boss or co-workers 'lo k t  everyone 
know ho-w everything is going. 
Atrend non-work related iunc;ions 
in order to maictais some eonnec- 
tion wirh your office even if you 
are not &re. Treat your work area 
at home as I f  i: you are ar the of- 
fice. Ser work and lunch hours and 
cut out any r;istractians. 
information cot l!:oX 

Irmmagie, IRC., A ~ R O U R C ~ S  
Betty Eddison as a 2062 
Inductee to SbA Hale of Fame 
Inmagic, Inc., has announced Betty 
Eddison (2 co-foccder and chair 
emeritus of !nEagic, 1nc.j as a 2002 
inductee to the SLA Hail of Fame. 
Eddison was o m  of three in2uc;ed 
at SLR's 93'" Annual Conference in 
Los Acgeks. Eddison was honored 
for a number of lifeti-xe ackievement~~ 
isciuckg her c o m t n e n t  to SA, her 
contributions to the informatmc pro- 
fession and her vision for its future. 
Eddisoc co-founded Inmagic ir, i983 
and since then has 5een in leadership 
roles to provide its enstomess with 
the tools and information necessary 
to fit their needs. Frior to Inmagic, she 
co-fomded Warner-Eddison Associates; 
Inc., an inforaation management 
consulting cowany. 
A former chak of SEA'S Library Man- 
agemefit Division, Eddison holds a 
bachelor's degree from Vassar Coiiege 
and a master's degree from the 
Simmons College Graduate Schoa! of 
Library an6 Information Science. 
Exchange Ckub Recognkes 
Cheryl Hatasen 
On May 19,2002 ihe Exchacge C!u5 
of Naperville {Ii] presented its Era7 
Mexdzora Book of Zclden Deeds 
Award to CkeryI Hansen, The award 
is named after the club's founding 
father and kocors individuals and 
groups -who exemplify volunteerisrr, 
by coniicuously donating their t i ~ e ,  
taient and energy to help those iz need. 
Eansen has a Iong history of 
voiunteerism with several Napervilk 
organizations. Several years ago, she 
began volunteering with the Greater 
DuPage PXYM (Meld Young Moms:, 
a ronprcfit orgazization that pro- 
vides communiiy-%as& szppcrt for 
adolescent parents and tizeis famiIies. 
Mansen is also an active nember a% 
KGOX PresSyterian Church, where 
she has taught Sunday school, Prime 
Tixe a ~ d  voiunteered as the direc- 
:or of the church's Youth Club. In 
addition, Hansen voiunieers once a 
year at a honeiess shelrer and for 
three years 5as served as Market Day 
Chairperson raising fnnds for Bigh- 
!ads Elementa.~~ School LI Napemilie. 
Hansen carrmntiy serves 3s s e ~ r e t ~ r y  
for SLA's 3ng:neering Di-vision. She 
wiIl D e c o ~ e  chair of the division in 
Jnne 2C.03. Hansen alsc volunteers 
on the Awards Committee for the 
Science-Technology DLvision. 
Craig Faamed Inaugurat 
Recipient sf Miig"ion %, 
Sparks Award for 
Prsfessionai Development 
Cory Craig. chemistrj Librarian at the 
rJC Davis Physical Sciences 2nd En- 
gineezicg Library, has been named 
the inaugtrral recipient of :he Marion 
E Sparks Award for Pmfessiozai 
Deveiopnent, estabiished by S L P -  
Chemistry Divistoc. The award is 
designed to recogaize ambitious new 
rnenbers of ST& and assist therc wi:> 
+GO:,. career growth. An honorary cer- 
tificate and check for $1,090 was pre- 
sented to Craig in June  at  the 
division's ancual Susiness ~ ~ e e t i n g  
~ - In LOS Angeies, 
Whode Is6and Chapter 
Creates Alice Brendei Award 
The %ode M a ~ d  Chapter of TLA has 
es~abiishec" an anilual awarcl tc coz -  
memorate the professional dedication 
and caEng s p i x  of fsrmer Chapter 
Secretary Alice Brenda!, w i o  died in 
1991. After thooghtfxi consideratmn 
and ccnsultaticc, rhe comnirtee se- 
lecred Christapkr Mom for the firs? 
place award and Dan M e m ~ c i o  for 
the second piace award, IGotta and 
Memrnclc were noEinated for their 
exceiient work by Tony Stackus. a 
-- +afessor at the EX', GLIS schoo!. 
Malta received a $250 check and a 
zoxplimentary slubcc: rxezbership 
for this year. He currently works at 
MetLife A ~ t o  & RoEe as a snsroga- 
502 specjalisr. 
Meamah received a ccmp':imentary 
student meribewhip for this year. Ke 
cxrrently works in the co=mputer fkld, 
Valrxl9teei bibrarims Mead 
to FPondums axrd South 
A k k a  
- i ?e World Library Partnership 
{WZP). a conprcf~t  organiza3ion 
dedicate6 to buiidicg global under- 
standing by promot'ng iiteracy, iearn- 
ing and access to infarrr,ation, will 
be hesting two Inform the World 
IXTW; projects this summer in Hon- 
dmas {June 9 - July 9: an2 South 
Afrjca {Juiy ?5 - h ~ g u s t  153. The 
Inform tbe World prcgrams will train 
and place profess~onal Izbrarians 
$-,. :,,IT: arounc.5 the world in order to 
conduct practisa! servlce projects 
detemil:ed by the needs of their South 
African and Honduran host libraries. 
Previous ITW volunteers have trained 
librarians in basic skills such as how 
to inventory, weed, repair and catalog 
books They also used their howledge 
and creativity to help librarians reach 
out to and meet the needs of their com- 
munities. Volunteers have painted 
murals, taught workshops, made dis- 
play boards, produced publicity fly- 
ers and pamphlets, and helped clean, 
brighten  an^ re-organize libraries. 
They have worked on projects rang- 
ing from creating a bookmobile to 
tralning students to work in their 
own Ilbraries. 
WLP believes that libraries empower 
individuals and enrich communities 
and they advocate for sustainable, 
community-based libraries in devel- 
oping areas of the world. 
Libwawks Buildfrrg 
Commrrnfties 
in Rochester, Kew York, 450 librar- 
ies i n  :he five-county area 
{Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Wayne 
and Wyo~ming) are iiexing their al- 
truistic ri.,uscles and collaborating ofi 
a project called Bibliobuild. 
BibiSobuiid is the firsr-ever Habitat for 
Humanity house in the United States 
to be funded and constructed by li- 
brary e ~ p I o y e s ,  friends and sup- 
porters. The project, affiliated with 
the Flcwer City Habitat for Human- 
ity program, will result in a new 
reader-friendly home for a deserving 
family, complete with bookshelves, 
books, a cornpiiter and library cards 
for all farnily members. 
The funding phase of Bibiiobuiid 
began in November 2001 and contin- 
ued through the spring of 2002, with 
the goal of raising $56,000 for con- 
struction costs. Construction began 
in the spring and a completion date 
is set for October 20G2. In the tradi- 
tion of Habitat for Humanity, the 
home will be sold at no profit/no 
interest to a farxily in the Rochester 
area. The family will provide 500 
horrrs of "sweat equity" on the 
project, building their OWE home or 
that of another family's. 
For more information on the Bibliobuild 
project, visit www.kibEobuild.org. 
boi.lgtkie SkA Fet%ow and 
Member James Matawzzs ta  
Retire 
Longtime SLA Fellow and member 
Dr. James Matarazo, dean of Simmons 
College GSLIS, will retire Augnst 31, 
2002. Matarazzo has served as both 
dean (for the past eight years), assis- 
tant dean (for the preceding 14 years] 
and has been a member of the 
Simmons faculty for 33 years. 
In 1968, there were six faculty 
members and just two support staff 
to serve fewer than 300 students 
enrolled in the GLIS program at 
Simnons College. Today there are 17 
faculty, 10 staff and enrollment has 
doubled. A new site for the GLIS pro- 
gram is currently under construction 
at Simmons, including state-of-the- 
art facilities, technology iaboratories 
and faculty offices. 
Matmzzo will continue teaching c o w  
at Simmons. Mis primary research 
interest lies in the genesis, success rate 
and decline of corporate libraries. 
AIP Taylor R.etfrcs 
Art Taylor recently retired from the 
U.S. Army Co~rps of Engineers, where 
he had worked since 1988. Taylor 
was in charge of the Corps' technical 
library from 1988 to 1990, and again 
from 1997 to 2001. During the in- 
terim, Taylor was associated with the 
St. Louis Cooperative Administrative 
Support Unit (CASE), a government- 
wide program that encouraged agen- 
cies to share the labor and expenses 
of similar administrative services. 
Taylor has Seen a member of SLA 
since 1984, servirig in various capaci- 
ties, most notably as president for the 
1994-95 term. His committee as- 
signments have included publicity 
chair, government relations chair, 
program committee and iocai chap- 
ter communications. 
SEA Member ?4argar& M a y  
Mfssar Passes Away 
Margaret Mary Missar, a member of 
SEA since 1984, died of congestive 
heart failure on April 18, 2002. 
In 9998 Missar and her husband, 
Charles, founded Missar Associates, 
a research library and consulting firm 
in Washington, D.C. From 1979 lo  
i989 Missar worked as a research 
contractor with Gale Research Com- 
pany. Missar also did work with 
Omnigraphics, Inc., of Detroit from 
1989 until her retirement in 1999. 
Missar was a member of the SLA DC 
Chapter since 1984, as well as the 
News and Social Science Divisions. 
She worked on tile Publisher Relations 
Committee from 1992-94 and also 
served on the Retired Members Cau- 
cus from 1999-2001. Missar leaves 
behind her husband of 40 years, two 
sons and three grandchildren. 
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